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It is an honour and pleasure for the International Ocean Institute Thailand Training Centre
(IOI Thailand) to have had the opportunity to produce this publication to celebrate its 20th
anniversary and the World Ocean Day 2020: Innovation for sustainable ocean.
On behalf of the local organisers, IOI Thailand wishes to express its sincere appreciation to
the IOI Headquarters and the host organisation, Foundation of National Disaster Warning
Council and partners for all supports during the past two decades. IOI Thailand wishes to
thank the staff of the IOI Thailand, many other friends and colleagues who have been
working on the preparation of this publication, for the Governor of Nakhon Si Thammarat
and staff for organisation of the World Ocean Day 2020 event in Khnom, Nakhon Si
Thammarat Province, as well as IOI Thailand’s partner organisations and IOI global network
for their messages to be shared in this publication dedicated to the celebration of the 20th
anniversary of IOI Thailand and the World Ocean Day 2020: Innovation for sustainable ocean.
All contributions and steadfast support will surely encourage us to continue our commitment
and our dedication to implementing IOI’s important mission for the peaceful and sustainable
use of the oceans for the benefit of future generations.
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“Our youth are watching this world, and are concerned
about the impact of society on the marine resource
base, in which we rely on as a source of food, economic
and social development. All of us have a role to play in
managing the changes and impacts in a balanced way
for sustainable development.”
Choomcherd Virapat
8 June 2020
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Ocean Day 2020 Message from Dr. Awni Behnam,
Honorary President of the International Ocean Institute (IOI)

Dear Dr. Cherdsak Virapat and the IOI Thailand Family, Alumni, friends and supporters
This year as we face the critical challenge of COV19 we remember the importance of the
ocean, our source of life and recall our solemn commitment of living with the ocean and
from the ocean in sustainable relation in order to protect the ocean and thus protecting our
Blue Planet. We have no other choice or alternative for the future generation.
I commend IOI Thailand for its valuable and immeasurable contribution over the years
though its many activities by giving a voice to the ocean through awareness creation,
advocacy, training and education.
Dr. Cherdsak I applaud your contribution and commitment together with your close
supporters for upholding the vision and eternal message of the founder Elisabeth Mann
Borgese.

i

Message from Dr, Mahin Faghfouri, President, International Ocean Institute (IOI)
The year 2020 is a very special year for IOI Thailand. We celebrate its 20th Anniversary. Two
decades of commitment and dedication to IOI’s mission and objectives, promoting ocean
issues and contributing to training present and future ocean leaders of the region. It is with
great pleasure that I extend my very warm congratulations to IOI Thailand for the success
they have achieved over the past 20 years. I would also like to express appreciation and
gratitude to all those who have contributed to this success, including Government agencies,
Directors, host institutes, experts, partners, etc. We certainly look forward to continuing
this very successful cooperation over the years to come.
Armed with the experience of the past 20 years, I am sure that IOI Thailand is now ready to
address the challenges of the future, bearing in mind that challenges facing our oceans
today are far greater than 20 years ago. While the world relies on clean, healthy and
productive oceans for living, the world oceans are facing unprecedented crises from human
activities. Climate change, overexploitation of marine resources, plastic pollution, ocean
acidification, increased new ocean-related economic activities are just few examples.
Nevertheless, we are confident that IOI Thailand is up to the challenge.
This Anniversary celebration also coincides with the United Nations World Ocean Day (WOD)
celebration that is held every year on the 8th June. The concept that originated in 1992 at
the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, was officially recognized by the UN General
Assembly in 2008. Global celebrations aim to raise awareness and highlight the vital
importance of our oceans and the crucial role they play in sustaining a healthy planet.
This year’s WOD celebration, however, will take place primarily via virtual channels, due to
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing measures put in place by the
Governments to control the spread of the virus. Nevertheless they will not be less effective.
The need to protect and preserve our oceans and marine ecosystems is now more urgent
than ever before. Our actions today will determine and shape our tomorrow. Protecting our
oceans is protecting our future. I wish IOI Thailand continued success in its future
endeavours.
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Message from H.E. Dr. Smith Dharmasaroja, Honorary Advisor of IOI Thailand, Chairman
of the Foundation of National Disaster Warning Council and Former Vice Minister to the
Office of the Prime Minister
The 20th anniversary of International Ocean Institute Thailand occurs at a time when the
world is facing pandemic risks of COVID-19. Although other risks of natural disasters such as
floods, droughts, earthquakes, tropical cyclone, and others are increasing faster in coastal
areas than inland areas. Ensuring a strong resilience of populations living along coastal areas
due to the impacts of natural disasters and climate change will continued to be important
mission of IOI and its partners in the years to come.
Foundation of National Disaster Warning Council (FNDWC) has enjoyed a strong partnership
with IOI since 2009 when FNDWC has hosted IOI Thailand for the period of 10 years.
During the last decade, IOI Thailand has contributed significantly to build up awareness on
Thai seas and marine resources conservation by organizations of world ocean day events as
well as on building human resources through IOI flagship training programme on ocean
governance for government officers from interagency departments in Thailand and from the
Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean countries.
In the occasion of the 20th anniversary of IOI Thailand, it gives me great pleasure to extend
my warm congratulations and best wishes to IOI. On behalf of FNDWC as a host institution
of IOI Thailand, I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to the
Director and staff for your significant achievements.
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Message from Antonella Vassallo, Managing Director, IOI
Since its foundation in 1972 by Elisabeth Mann Borgese, the International Ocean Institute
(IOI) has strived to ensure the sustainability of the oceans as the “source of life”. The
respect for common goods, the peaceful and sustainable use of ocean services and
resources, the Common Heritage of the high seas as enshrined in the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea and the need to support and empower people and
countries in managing their relations with the ocean in a sustainable manner remain the
ethical and moral foundation of the IOI. This ethos infuses IOI actions in capacity
development, education and training as well as its international partnerships and
publications. The IOI contributes towards a growing global network of trained and
empowered leaders through the IOI capacity development programmes and the
dissemination of the latest knowledge in ocean governance topics and through IOI
interaction with the talented alumni of IOI programmes. This important work is
implemented effectively through the concerted global actions of the IOI network of Centres
and Focal Points and strategic partnerships.
On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the establishment of the IOI Centre in Thailand
under the initial directorship of Cherdsak Virapat, it is appropriate to reflect also on its
definitive and effective contributions in Thailand and the surrounding region in achieving
the milestones and goals of the IOI.
Throughout its 20-year history, IOI Thailand has been prominent and active in reaching out
to Thai and regional ocean communities with the IOI message. It has achieved this at many
levels and has promoted the sustainable management, use and proper protection of the
coastal and marine environment and resources for sustainable development based on good
governance, integrated policy-making and coastal community-based participatory
approaches.
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Notable achievements of the Centre include the offer of the IOI Training Programme on
Regional Ocean Governance in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean annually in
Thailand since 2016, as well as outreach and ocean literacy programmes on World Oceans
Day annually and the organisation of topical and relevant meetings on ocean issues through
the years.
In this way, IOI Thailand actions have reached hundreds of regional stakeholders at several
levels in the region: encouraging interest in the ocean in schoolchildren; reaching out to lay
persons with published information; developing capacity in the region’s ocean managers and
decision-makers; and above all fostering a love of the oceans, a respect for rule-of-law
under UNCLOS, good ocean governance and the application of principles of sustainability in
the development and protection of these resources.
Today we are proud to have amongst our IOI Alumni outstanding colleagues from Thailand
or who have graduated from the IOI Thailand Training Programme. We count on IOI Thailand
and our Alumni to continue to carry forward the message of Elisabeth and the mission to
save and protect our Ocean for its intrinsic majesty and beauty, for its incalculable value as
the source of life and livelihoods, and for the benefit of current and future generations.
I end my few words with a note of heartfelt gratitude to the people who have worked with
dedication all these years to create and strengthen IOI Thailand and to support its mission.
This anniversary celebration would not have been possible without them. On behalf of the
IOI, I also recognize the important work achieved by IOI Thailand in the region. Long may
we enjoy the successes and achievements of the Centre into the future…ad multos annos,
IOI Thailand!
Antonella Vassallo
Managing Director
IOI HQ Malta, May 2020
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Chapter I

ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERNATIONAL OCEAN
INSTITUTE IN THAILAND AND ITS
BREAKTHROUGHS

Dr. Cherdsak Virapat
Advisory Board of IOI Thailand (2014-present)
Executive Director, International Ocean
Headquarters (2008-2014)
Director, IOI Thailand (2000-2008)

Institute

In 1999, Dr. Gunnar Kullenberg, Executive Director of the International Ocean Institute (IOI)
visited my office at Fishery Engineering Division, Department of Fisheries (DOF) to discuss
possibility to set up an operational centre of IOI in Thailand. This visit was a few months after
I had graduated from the IOI Canada Training Course on the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea and Its Agenda 21 in July 1999. Later, I introduced Dr. Kullenberg to Dr.
Plodprasop Suraswadi, Director-General of the Royal Forest Department (RFD) and DirectorGeneral of the Office of the Thai Marine Policy and Restoration Committee (OTMPRC). In
recognition of the IOI vision, Dr. Suraswadi acknowledged an important role of IOI to promote
governance and sustainable management of the Thai seas. Later on in 2000, the Committee on
the Thai Marine Policy and Restoration approved the establishment of IOI Thailand Operational
Centre under the OTMPRC to advise the Thai government in dealing with ocean-related issues
by providing academic support including training projects, information services, conferences,
research and publications.
The MOU between the OTMPRC and IOI was signed in November 2000 on the establishment of
the IOI Thailand Operational Centre with the Advisory Committee whose members were
principally from recognized academic institutions in Thailand. I was appointed the first Director
of the institute. IOI Thailand’s office was initially located in the premises of the Department of
Fisheries in Kasetsart University campus.
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The ceremony of the establishment of IOI Thailand
was taken on 20 March 2001 at the Conference Room
of H.A. Slade Building, Royal Forest Department
where Prof. Elisabeth Mann Borgese delivered her
message in supporting the IOI activities in Thailand
focused on maritime security in the Southeast Asian
Region.
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In 2002, the new department, namely, Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR)
was established and the OTMPRC was moved to the new office at DMCR under the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment (MNRE) where the IOI Thailand office was relocated at the
Office of the Permanent Secretary of MNRE.
In the aftermath of the Indian Ocean Tsunami, a new MOU between Thailand’s National
Disaster Warning Centre (NDWC) and IOI was signed in June 2006 to carry out training and
research on interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral areas in marine affairs which also covered
national and regional multi-hazards disaster early warning systems, community awareness and
resilience, and community and school-based adaptive learning. The IOI mission in Thailand was
well recognized especially on support of community-based adaptive learning in disaster
management for awareness and resilience carried out by NDWC and interagency departments
in six Andaman coastal provinces of Thailand, the Women/Youth and the Sea Programmes as
well as activities to promote World Ocean Day by organizing artwork contests for school children
under the theme of relevant Thai Seas conservation and global warming topics from 2006 to
2009. It is clearly seen that IOI Thailand has assisted the Thai Government in the issues
concerning the ocean especially in public awareness and integration of all ocean knowledge
with participations of interagency departments, women, youths and coastal communities
working on ocean issues.
Later in November 2009, a new MOU between Foundation of National Disaster Warning Council
(FNDWC) and IOI was signed and valid for five years from 2009-2014. The renewal of the MOU
are to address the inter-sectoral aspects of marine affairs and the need for integration and coordination among the sectors; the need for the harmonization of national instruments, and
existing international agreements, inter alia UNCLOS and Agenda 21 of UNCED 1992; and IOIThailand will continue to carry out training, research, and other activities including Exclusive
Economic Zone and coastal community management, and development of related resources for
the sustainable livelihoods of those residing in coastal areas; fisheries and coastal aquaculture
management; sustainable development of seabed resources; Islands resources development and
protection; management of ports and harbors, and sustainable development of large coastal
urban centers; marine pollution abatement, prevention, and control; advancement of marine
science and technology and related training; development of national marine related legislation
and marine policy and building of national infrastructure; national and regional multi-hazards
disaster early warning systems, shoreline change and erosion, sea level rise due to impacts of
climate change, community awareness and resilience, and community and school-based
adaptive management; marine and other related forms of eco-tourism; and regional and
international co-operation and co-ordination. This will eventually promote role of Thailand in
the South-East Asian Region with respect to the promotion and development of marine
resources as well as proper protection of the coastal and marine environment and the leading
role of Thailand in the management of marine and coastal resources for sustainable
development based on good governance, integrated maritime policy and coastal community
based participatory approaches. In December 2019, the MoU between FNDWC and IOI was
renewed until the end of 2020.
During the last 19 years, IOI Thailand has been actively involved in organization of the World
Ocean Day awareness campaign activities on an annual basis. In 2011, IOI Thailand published
children artwork album entitled “Thai Seas and Global Warming: Narrative School Children’s
Artworks” to promote awareness & understanding and mitigation & management of the impacts
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of climate change among 2,000 school children around Thailand. The album received a message
from Her Royal Highness Princess Soamsawali.
MESSAGE FROM HER ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCESS SOAMSAWALI

It is my great honor and privilege to be invited to give my message on the interesting
album on Thai Seas and Global Warming: Narrative School Children’s Artworks for the
International Ocean Institute (IOI) to celebrate the occasion of World Ocean Day of
June 8th, 2009.
This album presents arts created by children around the theme of the Thai Seas and the
impacts of global warming and also means to alleviate these impacts. These artworks,
produced between 2006 and 2009 as part of the celebrations for World Ocean Day by
the IOI, are the work of school children from all over Thailand.
In particular, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the Thai children whose
artworks achieved the 1st and 4th placing at the international artwork competition
organized at the 32nd Pacem in Maribus Conference (Peace in the Ocean) in 2007 in
Malta. This success indeed gave Thailand a remarkable international reputation.
These artworks reflect children’s imagination and awareness inspired by the seas and
their important roles to alleviate impacts of global warming. The album could also be
used as a tool for education and entertainment purposes. I wish you all great success in
your mission in developing the capacity of young generations of Thais to appreciate
and learn to sustainably manage our seas and oceans in the future.
HRH Princess Soamsawali
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This children’s artwork inspires IOI to continue the mission of its founder, Prof. Elisabeth Mann
Borgese, to whose memory this book is dedicated, to integrate education and capacity building
in all its activities. Since its establishment in 2000, IOI Thailand has generated and provided
financial support to create many future leaders in ocean governance for Thailand.
In addition, IOI-Thailand organized various workshops, seminars, and conferences. These
include Expert Consultation Workshop on Thai Marine Policy and Strategy in collaboration with
Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR), Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment in Koh Chang, Trad in 2003; Assessment of National Capacity in Tsunami Early
Warning and Mitigation Systems in the Aftermath of the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami in
collaboration with Thailand’s National Disaster Warning Center (NDWC), Office of Prime
Minister in Bangkok in 2005; Workshop on Ocean Governance and Sustainable Management prior
to the World Ocean Conference in Manado, Indonesia in May 2009, Bangkok, Thailand; Expert
Consultation Workshop on Shoreline Change and Erosion Management, 1-2 December 2009 in
Bangkok; Expert Consultation on Effects of Distance Large Earthquakes on Infrastructure in
Bangkok in collaboration with Association of Natural Disaster Prevention Industry (ANDPI),
Bangkok Metropolitan Agency (BMA), Foundation of National Disaster Warning Council (FNDWC);
National Disaster Warning Center (NDWC), Ministry of Information and Communication
Technology in July 2011; Workshop on Oil Spill Risk in Thailand in collaboration with Aquatic
Resources Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University and ESSO Thailand Public Company
Limited, 5 April 2013 in Bangkok and the Pacem in Maribus XXXIV International Forum on
Sustainable Governance of the Ocean in collaboration with ANDPI, Office of National Water and
Flood Management Policy (ONWF), Office of the Prime Minister, DMCR, DOF, NDWC, and
Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Centre (SEAFDEC), 3-8 September 2013 in Bangkok,
Thailand.
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During the PIM XXXIV Conference, Dr. Awni & Mrs. Alexandra Behnam, President of International Ocean Institute (IOI)
and Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations Commissioner for the World Expo 2010; Prof. Salvino
Busuttil, Representative of Malta to the IOI Governing Board/President of Fondation de Malte; Dr. Cherdsak Virapat,
Executive Director, IOI Headquarters; Mr. Kunjapong Anuratpanich, Director of IOI-Thailand; Mr. Wichayoot
Boonkosol, Coordinator of IOI-Thailand had an audience with HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn on Friday 6
September 2013 at Chaipatana Building, Chitralada Villa in Bangkok, Thailand for awarding of the Elisabeth Mann
Borgese Medal. This photograph was given by Her Royal Highness's gracious permission.

After the PIM XXXIV Conference, IOI Thailand had proposed to DMCR to follow up on the outcome
of the Conference. And in 2016, IOI Thailand in collaboration with DMCR and its partners had
organized the 1st IOI Training programme on regional ocean governance: implementation of
UNCLOS and its related instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian ocean in Phuket
Province, South of Thailand. They continued to co-organize three consecutive training
programmes in 2017, 2018 and 2019, respectively in Hua Hin, a coastal city located around 200
km from Bangkok. This has been considered one of the IOI’s flagship programme in the regions.
A total number of 40 Thai participants from interagency departments graduated from the
training programmes, whereas a total of 33 participants from countries in the Southeast Asian
Seas (8 countries) and in the Indian Ocean (6 countries) graduated from the training
programmes.
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IOI had the honour of receiving Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn at the IOI
Headquarters offices on Campus on Tuesday the 26 August 2014 with a most cordial welcome
by Dr. Awni Behnam (Honorary President of the IOI), Ambassador Prof. Salvino Busuttil
(representative of the Government of Malta to the IOI Governing Board) and Mr. Peter Leder
(Treasurer) and the IOI management staff.

During the afternoon meeting, Her Royal Highness discussed issues pertaining to education and
capacity building in ocean governance and the IOI’s programme of ocean literacy. Discussions
with Dr Behnam, Ambassador Busuttil and other IOI representatives, focused on the IOI’s
current work and future plans in Thailand where the IOI has been active since the establishment
of the Operational Centre there during 2000 - 2001 by Elisabeth Mann Borgese and Dr.
Plodprasop Suraswadi, Executive Director of the Office of Thai Marine Policy and Restoration
Committee.
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Brief report on the IOI Thailand establishment was given by Dr. Cherdsak Virapat, Former
Executive Director of IOI HQ (2008-2014) and Mr. Kunjapong Anuratpanich, Director of IOI
Thailand. The IOI HQ was also represented at the meeting by Antonella Vassallo, then Interim
General Manager at IOI HQ and responsible for the IOI’s MA Degree on Ocean Governance and
IOI’s global capacity development programmes.
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Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn visited the monument of Prof. Elisabeth Mann Borgese at
University of Malta in Msida with Prof. Juanito Camilleri, the Rector and Dr. Awni Behnam, the IOI Honorary President
on 26 August 2020.

It can be concluded that during the last 20 years, IOI Thailand has collaborated with government
agencies, private sector, international and regional organizations, NGOs and academic
institutions to implement many activities to promote ocean governance and sustainable
development at the international, regional, national and local levels. These activities were
supported with a total amount of fund-raised of about US $ 1.4 million or more than 40 million
THB. Though the amount is not much in term of value, the impacts of activities are considered
enormous.
In the near future, IOI Thailand, IOI Headquarters and its partners in collaboration with DMCR,
DOF and interagency departments in Thailand will support many more Thai Government officials
and participants from the regions for attending IOI training and education programmes as well
as to organize the IOI/DMCR Training Programme in Ocean Governance: Implementation of
UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean. The
course will also integrate trade and sustainable development dimensions into it with strategic
partners, namely; International Institute for Trade and Development (ITD), the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). Centre on Integrated Rural Development for
Asia and the Pacific (CIRDAP) and Asia Cooperation Dialogue (ACD), etc.
I strongly believe that the establishment of IOI in Thailand and implementation on its mission
can significantly promote ocean governance and conservation for the benefit of people of
Thailand and their future generations.
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Chapter II

WORLD OCEAN DAY IN THAILAND
FROM 2006 - 2019

Mr. Kunjapong Anuratpanich
Director, IOI Thailand
On the occasion of World Ocean Day - 8th June - a world-wide "Celebration of the Sea" is
organized aimed at increasing public awareness of our oceans and showing how everyone can
act for the better management of the Ocean and its resources. As from 2009, the United Nations
has designated 8 June as World Oceans Day. International Ocean Institute (IOI) therefore calls
on all Operational Centres and Focal Points around the globe to participate and contribute
to World Ocean Day and invites them to start preparing activities to mark this important
occasion. As in the past, Directors of Operational Centre and Focal Points for IOI are encouraged
to use this day to organize events on ocean-related themes. IOI Thailand has begun to organize
the World Ocean Day in Thailand since 2006.
During the period 2006 – 2019, IOI Thailand had implemented World Ocean Day activities as
follows:

-

Organized the Children Artwork Contests under the theme “Ocean in My Little World”,
World Ocean Day 2006 at Siam Ocean World, Siam Paragon, Bangkok, Thailand, 8-16
June 2006 with 481 contenders from 14 provinces (fund raising of US $ 10,000);

-

Co-organized the Children Artwork Contests, World Ocean Day 2007, 24 schools in six
Andaman Coastal provinces of Thailand affected by the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, 514 June 2007;
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-

Co-organized the Children Artwork Contests, World Ocean Day 2008, 3 at Phuket Marine
Biological Center, 8-10 May 2008 (fund raising of US $ 4,000);

-

Co-organized The World Ocean Day 2009 and Children Art Work Exhibition with Chiang
Mai Night Safari and partners at the Chiang Mai Night Safari, Chiang Mai, Thailand (1824 May 2009) (fund raising from private sectors of about US $ 5,000);

-

Co-organized the Children Artwork Contests under the theme “Fisheries for Food
Security and Sustainable Development”, World Ocean Day 2010 during 6-11 June 2010
at the Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Natural Study Center of the
Zoological Parks Organization in Bangkok, Thailand (fund raising of US $ 4,000);

-

Co-organized the Children Artwork Contests under the theme “Marine Biological
Diversity and Climate Change Impacts”, World Ocean Day 2011 during 5-11 June 2010 at
Kho Loy Sriracha, Sriracha, Thailand (fund raising of US $ 3,000);

-

IOI Thailand published a Children Album of Artworks on Thai Sea and Global Warming
which is a collection of artworks organized during the World Ocean Day from 2006-2009
in 2011 (fund raising of US $ 15,000);
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-

Organized the Children Artwork Contests under the theme “Blue Economy: Living with
the Ocean in a Sustainable Relationship”, World Ocean Day 2012 on 28 July 2012 at
Lertlar School Kaset-Nawamin, Bangkok, Thailand (fund raising of US $ 10,000);

-

Attended 6th World Urban Forum in Naples, Italy and organized the Children Artworks
exhibition in September 2012;

-

In 2014, IOI-Thailand collaborated with the Office of Basic Education Commission,
Ministry of Education to call for submission of website development entitled “Marine
Natural Disasters” by teams of school children, teachers and advisors. This covers a wide
range of natural disasters, namely; coastal erosion, storm surge, tsunami, earthquake,
floods, and oil spills, etc. This was carried out on the basis of project contest. IOIThailand received proposed website development works from schools around the
country. The World Ocean Day 2014 was under the theme “Together we have the power
to protect the ocean”. The awarding ceremony was conducted at Suraswadi Building in
Bangkok, Thailand;

-

-

In 2014, the Petroleum Authority of Thailand Exploration and Production (PTTEP) had
granted a fellowship to IOI Thailand with a total amount of 1 million THB for Ms.
Rachanok Towong to attend the a 1-year Master Degree of Arts in Ocean Governance at
the University of Malta in 2015.
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-

In 2015, the theme of World Ocean Day is “Healthy oceans, healthy planet, and we’re
making a special effort to stop plastic pollution”. IOI Thailand had planned to organize
a design of medal for sustainable aquaculture contest, due to detailed requirements in
the design, the activity could not proceed as planned. In 2015, the Petroleum Authority
of Thailand Exploration and Production (PTTEP) had also granted a fellowship to IOI
Thailand with a total amount of 1 million THB for Ms. Waraporn Nooring to attend the
1-year Master Degree of Arts in Ocean Governance at the University of Malta in 2016.

-

In 2016, IOI Thailand organized a 13.81 km "Bike for Coastal Conservation Campaign
(BCCC)" at Klong Wan Sub-district, Prajuabkirikhan Province on Sunday 5 June 2016
under the theme “Healthy Oceans, Healthy Planet”. There were about 150 Senior
government officers, CEOs, business managers and families attended the campaign. The
campaign is supported by Prajuabkirikhan Coastal Fisheries Research and Development,
Department of Fisheries, Department of Marine and Coastal Resources; Tourism
Authority of Thailand; Fish Marketing Organization; Southeast Asian Fisheries
Development Centre; Thai Airways International; Association of Fisheries Alumni; Thai
Agriculural Business Association; Surrathani Shrimp Farmers Club; The Federation of Thai
Shrimp Farmers Association; fish farm owners (Mahasap farm and Teerayuth & Arunsri
Tanomkiet) and bicycle clubs (BCC 124, SlimFish, TAT, Prajuab, Twitter Bike Thailand).
The activity help build up public awareness on Thai Seas conservation.
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Healthy Oceans, Healthy Planet
Bike for Coastal Conservation Campaign (BCCC) at Klong Wan Sub-district,
Prajuabkirikhan Province on Sunday 5 June 2016
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In 2017, IOI Thailand organized a Bike Campaign for Marine Resource Conservation with
28 km distance (the Kungkrabane Bay Royal Development Study Center - Fishermen
Village - Nern Nang Phaya - Kung Wimarn Bay) to celebrate World Ocean Day. The theme
is “Our Oceans, Our Future with a conservation action focus on encouraging solutions to
plastic pollution and preventing marine litter for a healthier ocean and a better future”.
Participants were senior officers from public and private sector and their families,
namely; Kungkrabane Bay Royal Development Study Center; Department of Marine and
Coastal Resources; Network of Aquaculture Centres in Asia-Pacific; Dairy Farming
Promotion Organization of Thailand; Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center;
Thai Airways International Co. Ltd. (Public Organization); Airport of Thailand; Siam
Commercial Bank PCL; Fish Marketing Organization; Association of Alumni of Faculty of
Fisheries, Kasetsart University; Mr. & Mrs. Thanomkiet; The Federation of Thai Shrimp
Farmers Association; Thai Aquaculture Business Association; V Food Corporation Ltd.;
Police Station at Na Yai Arm; Police Station at Tha Mai; and Song Pinong Hospital.
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In 2018, IOI Thailand celebrated World Ocean Day during 79 June 2018 at Pakmeng, Sikao in Trang Province, South of
Thailand under the theme “Preventing plastic pollution and
encouraging solutions for a healthy ocean”. The 3-day
events were as follows; 7 June – Community participation
at all districts of Trang with around 10,000 participants; 8
June - Seminar on Natural Disaster Early Warning,
Preparedness and Response for Trang Province in
collaboration with Trang Province, Department of Disaster
Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM), Association of Natural
Disaster Prevention Industry (ANDPI) at the Conference
Hall, Technology Rachamongkon Srivichai University
(TRSU), Trang; Bicycle Campaign on Marine Resources and
Environment Conservation (38 km along the Pakmeng Beach
from TRSU to Chao Mai National Park). There were around
800-900 bikers from all the Southern provinces of
Thailand.
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In 2019, IOI Thailand organized a 25-km biking campaign "Bike for Coastal Conservation
(BCC)" at Pranburi Forest Park, Prajuabkirikhan Province on Sunday 9 June 2019 under
the theme “Gender and the Ocean”. There were around 200 Senior government officers,
CEOs, business managers, bicycle clubs community and families participating and
celebrating the WOD 2019. The campaign is collaborated and supported by Pranburi
Forest Park in Prajuabkirikhan, Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation; Department of Marine and Coastal Resources; Department of Fisheries;
Dairy Farming Promotion Organization Of Thailand; Southeast Asian Fisheries
Development Center; Network of Aquaculture Centres in Asia-Pacific; Airport of
Thailand Public Company Limited; Thai Airways International Public Company
Limited; Kasetsart Faculty of Fisheries Alumni Association; Thai Aquaculture Business
Association; The Federation of Thai Shrimp Farmers Association; fish farm owners
(Teerayuth Biofarm); Association of Natural Disaster Prevention Industry; CCS, EVASON
Hua Hin, Probike Co. Ltd. and bicycle clubs (BCC 124, SlimFish, Nongplub, Prajuab,
Pranburi, etc.) The activity helps build up public awareness on Thai seas and marine
resources conservation and promoting gender equality and empowerment
in ocean conservation, governance and marine resources management.
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In 2020, IOI Thailand proposed to co-organize a Seminar on Blue Economy & Beach Run at
Khnom District, Nakhon Si Thammarat Province to celebrate World Ocean Day 2020 under
the theme “Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean”. Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, the
event was rearranged into a launching of this 20th anniversary and celebration of World
Ocean Day 2020 publication. The Beach Walk was organized as a symbolic event guided by
Nakhon Si Thammarat Province (http://www.worldoceansday.org/event/beach-walk/).
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Chapter III

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
IN OCEAN GOVERNANCE

Dr. Wong Poh Poh,
Course Director
IOI Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance:
Implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments for
the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean
The International Ocean Institute Thailand Training Centre (IOI Thailand) in collaboration with
the Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR) and its partners conducted the IOIThailand training programme on Regional Ocean Governance: Implementation of UNCLOS and
Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean from 2016 – 2019.
Each year, the training programme was conducted successfully and summarized as follows:
The 1st IOI training programme on Regional Ocean Governance: Implementation of UNCLOS
and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean
The first annual IOI Thailand training programme was conducted from 28th February to 19th
March, 2016 at the Royal Phuket City Hotel in Phuket, Thailand. Twenty-two participants from
nine nations participated in the four-week (delivered in three) course. For a first effort, the
training programme can best be described as a success. Documents included in this report
provide details on the course structure and content, participants, lecturers, a selection of
photographs, some documents produced by participants during the training programme, and
the course evaluation and outcomes. The first training programme was under the direction of
Ms. Margaret Wood, Course Director.
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Participants and training programme support and secretariat staff with Dr. Cherdsak Viripant (former Executive DirectorIOI), Mr. Sombat Poovachiranon (Phuket Marine Biological Center, Department of Marine and Coastal Resources), His
Excellency Dr. Awni Behnam (Honoury President, IOI), Mr. Kunjapong Anuratpanich (Director, IOI-Thailand Training Centre),
and Ms. Margaret Wood (Course Director). Two participants missing (Iran and Malaysia).

Participants and training programme support and secretariat staff with Pongsri Viripat (Course Manager), Dr. Poh Poh Wong
(Lecturer), Dr. Cherdsak Viripat (IOI Alumni and former Executive Director, IOI), Mr. Arif Suyoko (Embassy of The Republic
of Indonesia), Mr. Chokdee Amornwat (Vice Governor of Phuket Province), Ms. Margaret Wood (Course Director and former
Director, IOI-Canada), Mr. Sombat Poovachiranon (Phuket Marine Biological Center, Department of Marine and Coastal
Resources), Mr. Kunjapong Anuratpanich (Director, IOI-Thailand Training Centre), Mr. Vaiyapoch Kruesanae (Phuket Coastal
Fisheries Research and Development Center, Department of Fisheries)
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The 2nd IOI training programme on Regional Ocean Governance: Implementation of UNCLOS
and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean
The IOI Thailand Second Ocean Governance Training was conducted from 2nd to 27th July, 2017.
The training programme was designed to benefit policy makers and mid-career professionals,
educators, researchers, media professionals, civil society members, having coastal or marine
related responsibilities and functions or interests. For this training, most of participants were
nominated government officials who worked in related coastal and marine agencies. The
training helped to widen their perspective and understanding in the role of ocean governance.
The training venue was at the Navyphirom Hotel, Hua Hin, Hua Hin District, Prachuap Khiri Khan
Province. It was an honor to have Honorable Founder of IOI Thailand and Former Deputy Prime
Minister of Thailand, H.E. Dr. Plodprasop Suraswadi to be presented at the opening ceremony
on 2nd July, 2017. Nineteen participants consisting of eleven males and eight females from
seven countries – Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Maldives, Philippines, and Thailand
- attended this training. The 2nd training programme was under the direction of Dr. Wong Poh
Poh, Course Director. Due to its close proximity to research centres and coastal field sites, Hua
Hin is an ideal location for such future training.

Participants at the Opening Ceremony
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Field Trip at the Royal-Initiated Laem Phak Bia Environmental Study, Research and Development
Project, Phetchaburi Province.

Participants at the Closing Ceremony
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The 3rd IOI training programme on Regional Ocean Governance: Implementation of UNCLOS
and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean
The IOI Thailand Third Ocean Governance Training Programme was conducted from 1st to 28th
July, 2018 at the Navyphirom Hotel, Hua Hin District, Prachuap Khiri Khan Province, Thailand.
The training programme was designed to benefit policymakers and mid-career professionals,
educators, researchers, media professionals, and civil society members with coastal or marine
related responsibilities and functions or interests. The majority of the participants were
nominated government officials who worked in related coastal and marine agencies. The
training helped to widen their perspective and understanding in the role of ocean governance.
A total of nineteen participants, ten from Thailand and nine from South and Southeast Asia
attended the course. Gender balance was good with eight females in the group. Two dozen
local and international experts and practitioners delivered lectures, conducted classroom
exercises and discussion and fieldwork.

Group photograph with Director Kasem Chankao (in white) at the Royal-Initiated Laem Phak
Bia Environmental Study, Research and Development (LERD) Project, Phetchaburi Province.
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Four groups of stakeholders in front of their SWOT analysis results

Participants at the Closing Ceremony
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The 4th IOI training programme on Regional Ocean Governance: Implementation of UNCLOS
and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean
The 2019 training programme on Regional Ocean Governance Framework, Implementation of
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and its Related Instruments in
the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean was conducted by the International Ocean
Institute-Thailand (IOI-Thailand) at Hua Hin, Prachuap Khiri Khan Province, Thailand. The
course was conducted from 30th June to 27th July, 2019 and is the fourth after the first in Phuket
in 2016 and the second and third in Hua Hin in 2017 and 2018, respectively. Due to budgetary
constraints, the programme was attended by thirteen participants. Nevertheless, they came
from a wide range of disciplines and backgrounds. Six participants came from South and
Southeast Asia with the remainder from Thailand. Gender balance was good with five females
in the group. More than a dozen local and international experts and practitioners delivered
lectures, conducted classroom exercises and discussion and fieldwork.

Participants on the mangrove boardwalk at the Royal-Initiated Laem Phak Bia Environmental
Study, Research and Development (LERD) Project
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Four groups of stakeholders in front of their SWOT analysis results

Participants at the Closing Ceremony

In 2020, due to the impacts of the global pandemic of COVID-19, the organization of the 5th IOI
Thailand training programme on Regional Ocean Governance: Implementation of UNCLOS and
Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean has been postponed
to the fiscal year 2021.
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Chapter IV
FUTURE ACTIVITIES
IOI-Thailand will continue to implement its future activities as follows:
a)
Website development
In June 2014, IOI Thailand has announced through the Office of Basic Education Commission,
Ministry of Education to call for submission of website development entitled “Marine Natural
Disasters” by teams of school children, teachers and advisors. This covers a wide range of
natural disasters, namely; coastal erosion, storm surge, tsunami, earthquake, floods, and oil
spills, etc. This will be carried out on the basis of project contest. IOI Thailand looks forward
to receiving many proposed website development works from schools around the country.
b)

Capacity building (training & educational programmes)

•

Ocean Governance in Asia-Pacific Region (IOI/DMCR/NACA/SEAFDEC/Interagency
Departments)
IOI Thailand has proposed to the Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR) to support
Thai Government Officials from DMCR to attend the IOI training and educational programmes
in Ocean Governance in Canada and Malta and to consider co-organize a Training Programme
in Ocean Governance in Asia-Pacific Region in Thailand. Later on in 2016, DMCR has supported
the IOI in organization of a training programme on regional ocean governance: implementation
of UNCLOS and its related instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean. This
has continued until the present time. From 2020 onwards, IOI Thailand will collaborate with
International Institute for Trade and Development (ITD) and United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development as well as other international organizations and strategic partners to
incorporate trade and sustainable development into the training programme.
c)
World Ocean Day
World Ocean Day has been celebrated on the 8th June of each year since 1992, when it was first
proposed during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The day is designated to recognize
the role of oceans as a source of life. As is customary, there are world-wide celebrations of the
oceans to increase public awareness on the important role of oceans and seas for human life
support, to recognize their natural beauty, the impacts of human activity on seas and oceans,
the sustainable uses of ocean resources for future generations, and to promote the participation
of coastal communities in ocean and coastal conservation. The United Nations General Assembly
resolution 63/111, adopted on 5th December 2008, entitled “Ocean and the Law of the Sea”
resolved that, as from 2009, the United Nations would designated 8 June as World Ocean Day.
IOI Thailand and its partners will continue to organize the World Ocean Day on an annual basis.
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d)
Issues relevant to climate change and natural disasters preparedness and response
Impacts from global climate change and global warming will result in occurrence of different
forms of natural disasters including floods, landslides, droughts, disease outbreak and frequent
severe storms which can affect the human living process at global and regional levels. Thailand
cannot avoid such disasters because Thailand is located in a tropical area near the equator
affected by the Southwest and Northeast monsoons. Therefore, they pose a high possibility of
generating potential cyclones. In addition, Bangkok, the capital of Thailand is also located in
the flood plain area. It can be expected that within the next 10 years, global warming will
certainly affect Bangkok greatly. IOI Thailand will collaborate with Foundation of National
Disaster Warning Council (FNDWC) and National Disaster Warning Center (NDWC), relevant
Government organizations, Association of Natural Disaster Prevention Industry (ANDPI), The
International Emergency Management Society (TIEMS), FAO/NACA and key stakeholders to take
more proactive and responsive actions in responding to these foreseeable impacts. This may be
in form of public awareness programmes, training, risk assessment, disaster early warning,
disaster management prior to, during and after the incidences.
e)
Food security (fisheries & aquaculture)
IOI Thailand in collaboration with NACA and SEAFDEC and DOF will involve women and youths
to participate in community development project and initiatives to promote fisheries and
aquaculture for food security at the local level. This may be carried out to re-establish the
strategic Village Fish Pond and School Fish Pond Programmes in selected provinces of Thailand.
This may be expanded to benefit other countries in Asia and the Pacific.
f)

Environment (marine litter, oil spill, ocean acidification)

IOI Thailand in collaboration with IOI Headquarters, DMCR, Marine Department, DOF, Pollution
Control Department, Association of Natural Disaster Prevention Industry (ANDPI) and private
sector and key stakeholders will organize or conduct workshops/seminars/research as well as
to collaborate with academic institutions in Thailand and other countries to promote public
involvement, awareness building, preventive measures in dealing with these issues at a wider
scale.
g) Cooperation & Partnerships with ITD, GFHS, UNCTAD, CIRDAP, ACD & Others
In 2019, IOI Thailand signed a Letter of Intent with ITD on 27 February 2020 for a period of five
years to collaborate on relevant issues of ocean governance, maritime trade, sustainable
development, capacity enhancement for staff and partnership arrangement. This has also
involved UNCTAD to contribute on maritime trade and sustainable development. IOI Thailand
and ITD look forward to coorganize 5th training programme in ocean governance:
implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the
Indian Ocean - Trade & Sustainable Development in Asia in 2021. Also, IOI Thailand is planning
to collaborate with ITD and GFHS in organization of Trade and Development Regional Forum in
Thailand. As Dr. Cherdsak Virapat will take the post at CIRDAP in July 2020, he has planned to
collaborate with IOI Thailand and IOI network around the globe to share knowledge and
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experiences of best practice on development works for CIRDAP member countries. The
collaboration will also be extended to ACD for capacity building programmes and relevant
activities in the near future.
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Chapter V
MESSAGES FROM NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND
PARTNERS
Message from Prof. Alfred J. Vella,
Rector, University of Malta

It gives me great pleasure to
extend
my
heartfelt
congratulations to IOI Thailand on
the occasion of World Oceans Day
and on the 20 year anniversary
since its establishment.
Malta’s relationship with the IOI
family has a long and rich history.
Back in 1967, it was the Maltese
representative to the United
Nations, Arvid Pardo, who first
spearheaded efforts to safeguard
the seas and oceans through his appeal for international collaboration, leading eventually to
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Malta continues to be at the forefront of
efforts for ocean sustainability and its partnership with the IOI constitutes an important part of
this effort. Not only does the University of Malta host the IOI Headquarters at its main campus,
but its academics also regularly participate in the various training and research efforts led by
its various entities. I myself have had the pleasure of participating in a number of initiatives
led by IOI-Thailand and can personally attest to the drive and commitment of all involved.
Growing populations and growing pressures on coastal and ocean resources will continue to
challenge us to find new and innovative solutions. Countries with a strong maritime identity,
such as Malta and Thailand, play an especially important role in rising to this challenge. For the
sake of our future generations, I augur that all our efforts continue to bear fruit and I very
much look forward to further strong and fruitful collaborations between the University of Malta
and IOI Thailand over the coming years. I wish you every success in your endeavours.
Professor Alfred J Vella
Rector, University of Malta
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Message from Mr. Chonlatid Suraswadi, Director-General, Department of Marine and Coastal
Resources (2014 - 2015), Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
I have my great honour and pleasure to congratulate IOI Thailand on its 20th anniversary on
behalf of Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR).
It also gives me an opportunity to address the collaboration between the two parties in which
in 2016, we had conducted the 1st IOI Thailand training programme on ocean governance:
implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the
Indian Ocean in Phuket, Thailand. DMCR was pleased to provide technical and financial support
to assist and to work closely with the IOI Thailand in mobilising the training course successfully.
The cooperation has been continued to the present time in which I am glad to learn that a total
number of 73 ocean managers from 15 countries have been produced so far.
These achievements of the institute would not have been possible without the relentless and
hard work of the Director and staff of the Institute. I believe that IOI Thailand will continue on
its flagship programme to fullfil it mandate to promote peace in the ocean and sustainable
development of ocean resources for our future generations in the coming years.
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Message from Ms. Suthiluck Rawiwan, Director General, Department of Marine and Coastal
Resources (2015 – 2017), Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of establishment of IOI Thailand (2014-2019), I, as a
former Director-General of the Department of Marine and Coastal Resources, would like to take
this opportunity to express our heartfelt congratulations and appreciation to IOI-Thailand’s
staff for the initiatives and efforts you have taken for the conservation and sustainable uses of
marine and coastal resources, with the support and cooperation from various partners, both
within the country and internationally.
I am deeply impressed with IOI Thailand. Though being a small organization, you have proven
your competence, capability and determination to develop various projects, which has
addressed emerging marine and coastal issues. Marine and coastal resources play a vital role to
the existence of mankind. The work of IOI will inspire the people and society to aware of the
preciousness and importance of marine and coastal resources.
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Message from Mr. Siriphat Phathakul, Governor of Nakhon Si Thammarat Province and
Former Governor of Trang Province
On the occasion of 20th anniversary of IOI Thailand in 2020, I wish to express my sincere
congratulations to Director and staff of the institute on their achievements during the last two
decades.
I had my great opportunity to collaborate with IOI Thailand in celebrating 2018 World Ocean
Day in Trang Province during 7-9 June 2018 under the theme "Preventing plastic pollution and
encouraging solutions for a healthy ocean" in which a 3-day events were organized, namely;
community participation for healthy ocean campaigning in all districts of Trang with around
10,000 participants; seminar on natural disaster early warning, preparedness and response at
Rajamangala University of Technology Srivijaya (RMUTSV) with 300 audiences; and a bicycle
campaign on marine resources and environmental conservation along the Sikao beach joined by
900 bikers from all the Southern provinces of Thailand. The events were successfully organized
and publicized widely through local, national and international media. In 2020, we are planning
to celebrate ocean day at Khnom district of Nakhon Si Thammarat by organizations of seminar
on blue economy and a beach run campaign during 6-7 June 2020. Due to the impacts of global
pandemic of COVID-19, we are not able to organize such the events as planned. Therefore, we
will continue to celebrate World Ocean Day 2020 by other means as much as possible.
Lastly, on behalf of Nakhon Si Thammarat Province, I wish IOI Thailand all the best in their all
efforts to promote marine resource conservation and management in Thailand in the years to
come.
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Message from Ms. Chularat Niratisayakul, Director General and CEO, Biodiversity-Based
Economy Development Office (Public Organization)
It is with great honor that I have an opportunity to congratulate the 20th anniversary of the
establishment of THE INTERNATIONAL OCEAN INSTITUTE THAILAND TRAINING CENTRE (IOI).
More importantly, 2020 is the year that the world has come to realize that mistreatment of
natural resources is an important root cause of emerging crises. Regardless of where the
mistreatments started—mountains or lands—the end results are shown in sea and ocean
pollution.
Marine debris has become one of the world agenda that various organization around the globe,
including IOI, are trying to tackle. One of the solutions is to foster awareness among the public
at large that seas and oceans are nothing short of the last resorts of the survival of human race.
Once such awareness is in place, the journey towards co-existence between nature and human
well-being as well as sustainable economic development will follow.
As we all know, the theme of International Day of Biological Diversity 2020 is “Our solutions are
in Nature” and that of the World Ocean Day is 'Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean'. These
themes suggested that 2020 is the year of action. In this spirit, I believe that this activity of
“Cycling to save the oceans” today will serve as a symbol that many more actions will indeed
be taken to conserve and revive our precious marine resources.
Finally, I believe that IOI will continue to be a key driver to make 2020 a critical turning point
for development that will lead to sustainable conservation and utilization of seas and oceans.
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Message from Rear Admiral Thaworn Charoendee, RTN, Deputy Executive Director, National
Disaster Warning Center (2008 - 2009), Advisory Committee Member of IOI Thailand (2006
- present)
I would like to congratulate International Ocean Institute Thailand Training Centre on its
occasion of the 20th anniversary since its establishment in 2000. Twenty years of achievements
of the organization should be recognized not only by Thailand, but also many countries in Asian
region.
In the aftermath of the Indian Ocean Tsunami, Thailand's National Disaster Warning Center
(NDWC) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with IOI Headquarters in 2006 to host
IOI-Thailand at NDWC for a period of five years from 2006 - 2010. Since then IOI Thailand had
played an important role to assist Thailand on establishment of NDWC by obtaining technical
assistances from various organizations such as Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC), Pacific
Disaster Center (PDC), Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), UN agencies and international
partners. It also provided assistances in preparing project proposals for funding through number
of organizations, namely; Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC), UNESCO/IOC, USTDA,
UNOCHA/UNDP, NOAA, etc. In particular, the adaptive learning in disaster management for
community awareness and resilience in Six Andaman Coastal Provinces funded by the Royal
Kingdom of Belgian through UNESCO/IOC during 2006 - 2009 was recognized as a very successful
model to provide two-way communication in tsunami early warning and mitigation systems.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank IOI Thailand for your help and
support.
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Message from Dr. Pinsak Suraswadi, Deputy Director-General, Department of Marine and
Coastal Resources, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the establishment of the IOI Thailand, on behalf of
the Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR), I would like to congratulate all leader
officials and staffs for this auspicious moment and send to you all the best wishes.
The United Nations proclaimed the years 2021-2030 as the Decade of Ocean Science for
Sustainable Development, to support efforts to reverse the cycle of decline in ocean health.
Healthy oceans are essential as climate regulators, source for food, energy, and as engine for
economic growth. Sustainable use of the ocean resources could have significant benefits to
human, in which the process involves various actors and interactions from ocean stakeholders
across the regions and worldwide.
Ocean resources and services are transboundary assets respected as part of the common
heritage of mankind and should be held in trust for future generations and be protected from
exploitation by individuals. Therefore, the conduct of policy and actions on ocean affairs should
only be implemented through international agreements.
The process of ocean governance should be integrated horizontally as it requires the
participation of multi-sectors, such as governmental institutions, the private sector, NGOs,
academics, scientists, as well as vertically across all of levels of governance within an
integrated system with reciprocal collaboration and coordination.
During the past decades, the IOI Thailand has demonstrated its capacity to serve the missions
of IOI in the region through a number of ocean related activities. Of all the efforts emerged,
the Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance Framework, Implementation of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast
Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean, in which DMCR has become the partnership since 2016, has
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developed capacity and network for young practitioners particularly from developing countries
to meet the demand for knowledgeable future leaders in ocean governance.
I hope that IOI Thailand will grow stronger and continue its efforts and functions as a regional
instrument for ocean governance, as well as increase its ability to strengthen the cooperation,
and enhance partnerships within and across the regions to maintain the legacy of the IOI
Founder for human to live with the oceans in sustainable relationship.

Message from Mr. Thaworn Jirasophonrak, Deputy Director-General, Department of
Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives
Firstly, it gives me great honor and pleasure to congratulate the International Ocean Institute
Thailand in the occasion of its 20th anniversary.
Secondly, DOF recognizes an important role of IOI on capacity building in ocean governance,
policy, laws and implementation of UNCLOS and therefore has provided an office space for IOI
Thailand at Suraswadi building in Bangkok since the year 2000. Officers at the middle
management level had been selected to attend the IOI training programmes in Canada, China
and Thailand. Most of these IOI alumni have been on the key positions in interagency
departments of the Thai Government. This has provided long-term benefits for Thailand and
countries in the Asian region. I, therefore, strongly confident that IOI Thailand will continue to
make significant progress in its mission.
Lastly, I wish IOI Thailand and its management all the best for future programmes to be
conducted in the coming years.
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Message from Dr. Pornchai Danvivathana, Secretary General, Asia Cooperation Dialogue
(ACD) Secretariat (August 2019-present)
It gives me great pleasure and a privilege to extend my heartfelt congratulations to IOI Thailand
on the Occasion of the 20th Anniversary of the International Ocean Institute Thailand Training
Centre and World Ocean Day 2020.
Since its establishment in Thailand in 2000, activities of IOI Thailand have made a lot of
contributions to stakeholders at the public and private sectors, as well as to the local
communities, in the area of ocean-related issues covering Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean.
Such contributions have added values in terms of policy advice and coastal community based
participatory approaches because they could be put into practice and considered instrumental
to implement the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982, including Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
On behalf of the Asia Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) Secretariat, comprising thirty-five Member
States in Asia, I have witnessed closely work of IOI Thailand for many years. It occurs to me
that with the like-minded view of the ACD Secretariat we would appreciate coherent and
practical policy guidance to safeguard the marine resources and environment. Along this line,
I hope that IOI Thailand and the ACD Secretariat could be able to commence our official
collaboration in the near future for the benefit and betterment of all stakeholders in Asia as a
whole.
As the objective of the World Ocean Day is to promote sustainable development and
management of the oceans, which coincides with the far-sighted vision of Professor Elizabeth
Mann Borgese, Founder of IOI, I am confident that IOI Thailand will carry on its commitment,
and achieve its vision and mission, which will definitely be a great contribution to celebrate
the 20th Anniversary of IOI Thailand and World Ocean Day 2020.
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Message from Dr. Huang Jie, Director General, Network of Aquaculture Centres in AsiaPacific (NACA)
I sincerely congratulate the International Ocean Institute Thailand Operational Center (IOI
Thailand) on its 20th anniversary.
IOI Thailand has made contributions to education, training, and research to enhance the
sustainable development of marine and coastal resources and the quality of marine
management and protection. Thailand has successfully utilized its marine and coastal resources
to develop marine fisheries and coastal aquaculture. The aquaculture development in Thailand
has set an example in the Asia-Pacific region in promoting national economic growth, enhancing
food security, improving employment, promoting social equality, and enriching culture and
tourism.
NACA is willing to strengthen further cooperation with IOI Thailand in the coordination of
education, training, research in the utilization and protection of marine aquaculture resources.
We believe IOI Thailand will actively play a significant role in the multisectoral network for the
sustainable development of marine aquaculture in the Asia-Pacific.
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Message from Ms, Malinee Smithrithee, Secretary General, Southeast Asian Fisheries
Development Center (SEAFDEC)
On behalf of the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC), I would like to
congratulate the International Ocean Institute (IOI) for the continuing works that it had been
fostering throughout the past four decades, for the sustainable development and good
governance of the oceans. Considering the broad goals of the IOI in managing relationships with
the oceans in a sustainable manner, there are certain areas that are of common interest
between IOI and SEAFDEC. This refers particularly to the sustainable development and
management of fisheries in the Southeast Asian region, where collaboration between IOI and
SEAFDEC had been pursued throughout the past years, and where focus had been placed in
sharing of knowledge and experiences to ensure that the region’s marine fishery resources are
sustainably utilized. More specifically, SEAFDEC has been continually sharing with IOI during the
past several years, our experiences in the promotion of the regional initiatives for combating
IUU fishing in Southeast Asia, most especially during the Training Programme on Regional Ocean
Governance Frameworks with respect to the UNCLOS and its related instruments. We
acknowledge that through this Programme, several of the young staff of SEAFDEC had been
provided the opportunities to gain knowledge and share their views with other participants,
snow-balling the cooperative platform not only within the fisheries but also with the other
relevant sectors.
On the occasion therefore of the upcoming celebration of the 40th Anniversary of IOI in 2020,
SEAFDEC would like to take this opportunity to congratulate IOI for its achievements throughout
the past decades. We would also like to express our commitment to sustain our working
relationship with the IOI, especially in the areas of common interest for the sustainable
utilization of our oceans and marine resources, vital to enhancing the contribution of fisheries
to food security in our region in the years to come.
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Message from Dr. Matthias Halwart, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, Rome, Italy, Head, Aquaculture Branch, Matthias.Halwart@fao.org
On the occasion of World Oceans Day 2020, it is my great honor and pleasure to congratulate
the International Ocean Institute Thailand Training Centre for its 20th anniversary!
Humankind derives many benefits from the ocean and it is our individual and collective duty to
use its resources sustainably, including for coastal aquaculture and small scale fisheries that
many people living along the coasts depend on. At the same time, coastal communities are at
particular risk from natural disasters and climate change, and their often fragile livelihood
situation is now exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic. This is why the training mission of
IOI Thailand is so important - our ocean is our future!
FAO has been pleased to engage with IOI, providing resource persons in fisheries, aquaculture
and food security working to address ocean governance and sustainable development. In
partnership with the Network of Aquaculture Centers in Asia-Pacific and the Southeast Asian
Fisheries Development Center, FAO has been committed to sharing its knowledge and
experience in fisheries and aquaculture for the benefit of current and future generations.
This year’s theme of World Oceans Day is “Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean”, which highlights
our opportunities of working together in new, exciting and original ways. FAO believes that
innovation, in general and particularly in agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture, is the
central driving force for achieving a world free from hunger and malnutrition, and partnerships
are at the heart of FAO’s mission to help build consensus for a world without hunger. The role
of IOI in building capacity in ocean governance, enhancing resilience of coastal communities,
and bringing together regional organizations, governments, private sector and civil society
institutions addressing holistic issues of the ocean is well recognized and appreciated. We wish
you great success for the decades to come.
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Message from Dr. Yugraj Singh Yadava, Director, Bay
of Bengal Inter-Governmental Organization & Project
Manager, World Bank Ocean Partnership for
Sustainable Fisheries and Biodiversity Conservation Bay of Bengal Project
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Message from Mr. K. Harald Drager, President, The International Emergency Management
Society (TIEMS)
It is a great honour and pleasure for me to congratulate the International Ocean Institute
Thailand with its 20th Anniversary.
The oceans occupy more than 70 % of the earth’s surface, and the oceans are both a “friend”
and sometimes a “challenge” for us humans. The oceans give us food, salt, minerals and energy.
We can also enjoy the oceans by sailing/boating and amusement in the sea, and oceans connect
the world in an efficient way concerning transportation of resources worldwide. To protect this
important environment and its resources is therefore crucial because we see challenges in form
of pollution like plastics or dumped chemicals which finds its way into the food we bring out of
the water, etc. The ocean can also be rough and destroyable when the wind blows it up, leading
to major catastrophes on sea and land installations.
To understand this environment and know how to protect it and use it as a resource and issue
warnings and laws for its protection and use is a worldwide key issue. IOI Thailand does a
remarkable job, and plays an important role in IOI’s worldwide network, by arranging
conferences, training, etc. to spread this information in Thailand and Asia.
I am confident that IOI Thailand will continue its development and play an even more important
role in the future in this context within its important mission.
I wish IOI Thailand and its management all the best for future programmes to be conducted in
the coming years.
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Message from Mr. Pran Siamwalla, President,
Association of Natural Disaster Prevention Industry
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Message from Dr. Haifeng Lyu, Secretary General, Global Forum on Human Settlements
(GFHS)
Taking this opportunity, I would like to convey my sincere congratulations and best wishes to
the International Ocean Institute Thailand at the occasion of its 20th anniversary on behalf of
the Global Forum on Human Settlements.
International Ocean Institute has significantly contributed a lot to global ocean agendas and
the SDG 14, and contributed to sustainable development in coastal area and other related SDGs.
GFHS has worked together and interacted with IOI in these respects for a decade.
The impact of COVID-19 is no less than a world war. The disaster compels us to pause, think,
and take stock of our lives and behavior. This is an ecological security crisis that, according to
some insightful experts, can be considered as another revenge and punishment of nature.
Human activities and the unsustainable development models should be the root causes of this
ecological crisis.
Coastal cities and human settlements are heavily vulnerable to various ecological security crises
including pandemics and climate change. To make Cities and Human Settlements Resilient is
an urgent challenge to humans’ s survival. Developing greener and low-carbon cities and
improving the resilience will greatly contribute to Healthy oceans, Healthy planet and Healthy
people as well as the integrated implementation of SDGs.
As Dr. Awni Behnam, President of IOI indicated in Rio+20 that blue economy means to live with
ocean and from the ocean in a sustainable way. By doing so, we will open a new blue prosperous
era for the future.
Wishing you all success in the next 20 years.
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Message from Mr. Miguel R. Bautista, Secretary of the
Trade and Development Board, Head of
Intergovernmental Support, United Nations
Convention on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
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Message from Mrs. Usanee Sangsingkeo, Acting President, Thai Airways International
Public Company Limited (THAI) (2017 – 2018)

On behalf of Thai Airways International Public Company Limited, I would like to extend my
warmest congratulations to all of you on your efforts and accomplishments at the
International Ocean Institute (IOI) Thailand on your 20th anniversary.
IOI Thailand has implemented its efforts to enhance, promote and advocate for the
peaceful and sustainable uses, as well as the management and conservation of ocean
resources for our present and future generations. The celebration of World Ocean Day
each year organized by IOI Thailand has provided impacts on creating conservation
awareness in the values of Thai Seas for all folks and this will be felt for generations.
Wishing you many more years of success on all your endeavors.
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Message from Major Kamol Wongsomboon, Executive Vice President and Deputy General
Manager, Don Mueang International Airport (Operations), Airports of Thailand Plc. (AOT)
I would like to congratulate IOI Thailand on the occasion of 20th anniversary of the organization.
Over the years, I have had my opportunities to participate in IOI activities related to ocean
conservation and management. From the introduction of Dr. Cherdsak Virapat, former IOI
director, it made me realize about importance of marine and coastal resources conservation of
Thailand and of the world. In addition, participating in IOI activities has built up people's
awareness on sustainable uses of natural resource to prevent its exploitation, destruction and
degradation. It also helps promote environmental-friendly tourism which can lead to
sustainable social, economic and environmental development.
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage management staff of IOI Thailand to continue
their efforts in implementing their useful tasks for the benefits for all of us.
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Message from the Institute of Earth Systems – University of Malta
It gives us great pleasure to congratulate IOI Thailand on the occasion of World Oceans Day and
on this remarkable anniversary milestone, marking 20 years since establishment of the IOI
Thailand Centre.
The Institute of Earth Systems of the University of Malta has had the privilege of collaborating
with IOI Thailand on various initiatives over the past decade, on subjects ranging from risk
assessment and preparedness, to initiatives to promote sustainable fisheries and coastal uses.
Our collaboration has focused especially on the shared mission of both institutions to build
capacities, so as to empower stakeholders to be able to better meet the challenges posed by
growing human pressures and a changing environment. The challenges we all face are daunting
and it is therefore important to bring a diversity of partners on board, all of whom can
contribute to instituting more sustainable practices in their own ways. Organisations like IOI
Thailand play a particularly important role in reaching out to those directly affected by the
changing conditions of our seas and oceans and giving them a voice, thus helping to shape
policies that safeguard those who are marginalized or vulnerable. Through the opportunities it
provides to young aspiring professionals, IOI Thailand also serves as an important platform to
shape and train future leaders in ocean governance, who can contribute not only nationally but
across the wider region and indeed, worldwide.
The Institute of Earth Systems extends its warm congratulations to all those who have worked
tirelessly to enable the success of the Centre and wishes IOI Thailand all the very best for its
future endeavours. We are confident that the Centre will continue to go from strength to
strength.
Dr Elisabeth Conrad Ph.D.

Professor Louis F Cassar Ph.D.
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Message from Meryl J Williams, PhD, FTSE (Australia)
Chair, Gender in Aquaculture and Fisheries Section, and Honorary Life Member, Asian
Fisheries Society
On World Ocean Day 2020, on behalf of the Gender in Aquaculture and Fisheries Section of the
Asian Fisheries Society, I congratulate the International Ocean Institute Thailand Training
Centre on achieving its 20th Anniversary.
IOI Thailand Training Centre has developed a tremendous record of achievement in its first 20
years, as the demand for its vital capacity building work has grown. With increasing use of the
oceans, the need to coordinate ocean use and protection for current and future generations is
critical. This means building the capacity of key women and men who lead or will one day lead
and influence their agencies, societies and families in creating a sustainable world.
I first had contact with IOI during a training course on international fisheries in the Pacific
nearly 30 years ago, in the early post-UNCLOS era, and have an enduring respect for what IOI
has achieved over the decades. In 2019, therefore, I was delighted to be invited to lead the
module on Gender Issues in Fisheries and Aquaculture at the Training Programme on Regional
Ocean Governance Framework, Implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS) and its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian
Ocean. During that training course, I met the very impressive group of middle and senior
management trainees, each already making their mark in countries of the region. As policy
makers, they were very alert to the challenges faced by women in decision-making and how
women were viewed, often in pejorative ways that reduced their opportunities in work and
society. I am confident that this awareness translates into policy and workplace efforts to
create more equal rights to women and men, regardless of gender, ethnicity and other social
identifiers that can have strong effects on people’s lives and opportunities.
In ocean policy and action, innovation for a sustainable ocean needs to include the contributions
of all people, including women and those often marginalised and unheard. Innovation needs to
start with women and representative of their groups at the planning table and as part of the
implementation. Women’s groups are often weak due to their lower position in many societies,
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and their multiple burdens as carers in their families and communities. The COVID-19 crisis
which we are currently experiencing has driven home the problems of the greater vulnerability
of women, their lack of agency in helping direct the emergency coping activities, and their lack
of representation at the decision tables that help decide who gets emergency aid and what will
be the shape of future societies. Women in fisheries, fish processing plants, in shipping, coastal
tourism, working at home with multiple burdens on top such as their children’s education and
care of the elderly, find themselves struggling even more than usual to cope and contribute.
Now, more than ever, as the world grapples with constructing a new post-COVID-19 future that
has particular challenges for innovations for a sustainable ocean, women must be fully included
in the innovation processes. I am confident that the IOI Thailand Training Centre will be on the
forefront of meeting this challenge.
Happy 20th Anniversary IOI Thailand Training Centre!
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Message from Assistant Prof. Dr. Tavida Kamolvej, Dean, Faculty of Political Science,
Thammasat University
Warm-hearted Message
Dr. Tavida Kamolvej, Dean of Political Science, THAMMASAT University
In favorable occasion of
th
20 Anniversary International Ocean Institute (IOI) Thailand.
Around 15 years ago, I started serving as disaster management advisor to Thailand National
Disaster Warning Center (TNDWC) while working as university lecturer. Learning later, my
working-relationship with TNDWC and all disaster related fieldwork in Thailand was initiated
by the International Ocean Institute (IOI) Thailand. Interestingly, our side-by-side works have
been from the most urgent to most sustainable goals. IOI Thailand together with the Pacific
Disaster Center (PDC), USA, assisted the Thai government in establishing End-to-End Tsunami
Early Warning System within 5 months after Indian Ocean Tsunami in late December 2004. With
professional vision from the IOI and UNESCO that the early warning system would have not been
enough to keep communities at risk safer, we initiated an integrated program namely Adaptive
Learning in Disaster Management and Community Awareness and Resilience (ALDCAR). ALDCAR
aimed at 24 schools and tsunami-risk-prone coastal communities to work together with local
administration and authorities in tsunami risk reduction. Until now, IOI Thailand and my
university network have been working toward strengthening capacity of all level of disaster
related governmental agencies in disaster risk reduction and resilient society practices
throughout many training and workshops under a concept of Collaborative Ocean Governance.
IOI Thailand has brought different dimensional understanding to the work for communities as
well as providing un-ended resources and technical assistance on ocean related matter
especially safety and sustainability. While I have learned and earned, more than knowledge and
experience, I also feel the gratitude the locals hold toward all the work we have wholeheartedly
done. Accomplishment of IOI Thailand on emphasizing awareness, enhancing agencies capacity,
and strengthening communities reflects from local networking activities over decades in
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practicing safety exercise and reviewing risk reduction measures continuously. For 15 years,
our warm-hearted relationship has grown on all projects we worked on.
My gratitude and warmest congratulation on your 20th Anniversary are to long-lasting
contributions and advocacy to create resilient community and sustainable ocean governance.
Your hard works and dedications are highly appreciated and respected. I wish your organization
many more years of success and endless energy on all your ultimate goals.

Message from Associate Prof. Dr. Rossukhon (Rose) Makaramani, Dean, Faculty of Education,
Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University (2009-2013)
Celebrating two decades of IOI Thailand’s remarkable achievements and World Ocean Day 2020.
Congratulations!
With IOI Thailand’s kindly support, I had a fruitful opportunity to share my knowledge relating
“Educational technology and innovative strategies on tsunami learning for teachers and
children” with international and local participants of the IOI headquarters workshop on tsunami
awareness and mitigation for tourism sector, marina and yacht clubs, schools and communities
in Malta during May 23-24, 2013. Hence, another sharing of “Innovative teaching strategies on
tsunami related disaster” had been welcomed in Malta’s national meeting for health and safety
teachers 2014. As a teacher educator, I strongly encourage integrating climate change
education in schools to raise students’ awareness of sustainable environment. Thanks to IOI
Thailand for having various activities to either emerge or solve the worldwide issue. The work
of IOI Thailand will inspire students, people and society to be aware of how environment is
important and irreplaceable.
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Message from Associate Professor Dr. Brian Szuster, Department of Geography and
Environment, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa, U.S.A.
On behalf of the University of Hawai’i at Manoa, I congratulate the International Ocean
Institute Thailand Training Centre on celebrating the wonderful achievement of reaching
its 20th Anniversary.
I have been fortunate to work with IOI Thailand over the past 5 years participating in
workshops and training sessions on coastal management, environmental impact assessment
and public consultation. It was a pleasure to work with leadership and staff of IOI Thailand,
and have the opportunity to interact with management trainees from across the region. As
a group they were eager to learn and improve their skills, and determined to make a
difference in how ocean resources are managed. I am looking forward to future training
sessions where I hope to add knowledge on community supported fisheries to the
curriculum. I am confident that the International Ocean Institute Thailand Training Centre
will continue to provide training in ocean management that both makes a strong
contribution to environmental protection, and improves ocean-related social and economic
opportunities for peoples of the region.
The work of IOI Thailand has been critically important to supporting sustainability and
improving the management of our oceans; and the organization has been inspiration to
students, professionals and society at large. Best of luck in achieving another 20 years of
success.
Happy 20th Anniversary IOI Thailand Training Centre!
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Message from Dr. Mihai Burca, IOI-Canada alumni (class 1999)
Sinus Tergestinus, MMXX
Dear friends from IOI Thailand,
Even for us IOI-Canada alumni (class 1999) the time is running.
Exactly 20 years ago, early 2000, it was an opportunity and pleasure for me to visit IOI Thailand,
being hosted by Cherdsak Virapat one of my closest friend.
I was really impressed by the devotion and dedication of staff members to reach the goals of
“Pacem in Maribus” – peace in the Ocean and its management and conservation.
The most valuable is your behavior to engage human kind in the field activities and also the
training methods, skills which are characteristics to the Thai people.
I hope all of you will remain one of the drivers of enthusiastic IOI ambassadors as contributors
of the IOI growing network.
With great respect,
Mihai Burca
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Message from Mr. Norbert Hunger, CEO, SiRcom GmbH, Germany
Dear Director of IOI Thailand,
On behalf of SiRcom GmbH, I would like to congratulate the International Ocean Institute
Thailand Training Centre (IOI Thailand) on the occasion of its 20th anniversary.
In 2005, SiRcom GmbH has donated a warning tower at the Patong Beach in Phuket, Thailand
to save human life by providing warning messages to the Thai people and tourists. The
infrastructure has been used by the Thai Government for 15 years now. We are proud of this
contributions and look forward to our future collaboration. I, myself had been participating in
the IOI activities since 2008 when I joined Dr. Cherdsak Virapat at the Expert Consultation on
Earthquake and Tsunami Early Warning and Mitigation Systems in Malta. Later in 2011 and 2013,
I attended the Expert Consultation on Distance Large Earthquake on Bangkok Infrastructure and
the Pacem in Maribus Conference XXXIV, respectively which were organized by IOI Thailand.
SiRcom GmbH look forward to having future cooperation with IOI-Thailand and its partners.
Finally, I wish IOI Thailand a great year in 2020 and beyond in making its contributions to
natural disaster warning and mitigation systems for Thailand and for the Asian region.
Mr. Norbert Hunger
CEO, SiRcom GmbH
Mühldorfer Str. 1, D - 85661 Forstinning
web: www.sircom.de
Email: s.raben@sircom.de
Tel: 0049 8121 9194 0
Fax: 0049 8121 9194 10
Mob Germany: +49 170 4458 588
Mob Thailand: +66 82 447 5780
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Message from Dr. Cherdsak Virapat, Executive Director, International Institute for Trade
and Development (Public Organization) (2019-2020), Ministry of Commerce
On the occasion of celebrating the 20th Anniversary of the International Ocean Institute in
Thailand, I would like to extend my warm congratulations to the organization and staff members
on their significant achievements.
Since its establishment in 2000, IOI Thailand has been working actively to fulfil its vision as a
knowledge-based and capacity building institution to promote peaceful uses of Thai seas and
sustainable management of marine resources therein for the benefits of Thailand and other
Asian region countries. The IOI Thailand mission will help strengthen capability of developing
countries to overcome current global crises and to address several targets of sustainable
development goals. In particular, ITD signed a letter of intent to collaborate with IOI on 27
February 2020 for a period of five years on relevant issues of ocean governance, maritime trade,
sustainable development, capacity enhancement for staff and partnership arrangement. ITD
looks forward to collaborating with IOI Thailand on organization of a training programme in
ocean governance: implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast
Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean - Trade & Sustainable Development in Asia in the near future.
On behalf of ITD, the Ministry of Commerce, I would like to sincerely wish IOI Thailand greater
achievement and success in its ongoing mission towards ocean governance and sustainable
development.
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Chapter VI
MESSAGES FROM IOI NETWORK AROUND THE
GLOBE

Prof. Dr. Nicholas Kathijotes
Director,
International Ocean Institute -Cyprus (FP)
Cyprus University of Technology
POB 50329, Limassol - Cyprus, CY3603
Tel: +35796716550 Fax:+35722358508
http://www.ioinst.org/
Scopus Author ID: 6508242052
ORCiD: 0000-0001-6134-9423

Dear Friends,
IOI Thailand has always been a pioneer in promoting the IOI vision by playing a vital role in
Ocean Governance and maintaining the legacy of the IOI founder Elisabeth Mann Borgese.
I have witnessed many successful events organized by your organization, and I am really
impressed that through your dedication, hard work and creative spirit, you have achieved a
very respectful standing within the IOI family.
Wishing you many more years of unparallel success and unrivaled Ocean services.
Congratulations on this special day. Happy anniversary! May this journey of success continue
in the coming years.
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Dr. Werner Ekau
WG Fisheries Biology
Coordinator AANChOR, TRAFFIC
International Ocean Institute IOI-Germany, Director
Subject Editor Fisheries in
Developing Countries; Journal of
Applied Ichthyology
Leibniz-Zentrum für Marine
Tropenforschung (ZMT) GmbH
(Leibniz Centre for Tropical
Marine Research)
Fahrenheitstr. 6
D-28359 Bremen
Tel. +49-421-23800-23
Fax: +49-421-23800-30
email: werner.ekau@leibnizzmt.de
More infos under:
www.leibniz-zmt.de

Greetings from IOI-Germany
Congratulations on the 20th anniversary of IOI Thailand
I met Cherdsak Virapat for the first time in Cape Town, in 2002 at the PIM Conference organized
by Kim Prochaska. And there he invited me to a workshop on the development of the Thai
Marine Strategy. I will probably never forget the workshop in Koh Chang in March 2003. It was
my first visit to Thailand, as it was a great experience. As with later meetings such as 2009 and
2015 and the PIM Conference 2013 in Bangkok, everything was very well prepared, and besides
the work during the conferences, there was also an opportunity to get to know the beauties of
Bangkok and Thailand. I also like to think back to the good cooperation with Cherdsak Virapat
as Executive Director of the IOI at the headquarters in Malta!
The IOI Thailand with its centre in Bangkok and the tireless work of its directors Cherdsak
Virapat and Kunjapong Anuratpanich have contributed a lot to the work and reputation of the
IOI in the Southeast Asia. Since 2016 an IOI-Ocean Governance Training Course is offered, with
great success.
With my warmest regards to all staff of IOI Thailand I wish IOI Thailand continued success with
its activities, especially the Governance Course.
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Dr Jai Acharya
Director
IOI Singapore
Singapore
Email: jaiacharya@gmail.com
Mobile: +65 98576701

I am proudly associated with IOI Thailand for past few years. Specifically, while attending the
IOI Conference on PACEM IN MARIBUS (PIM) XXXIV at Centara Grand Hotel at Central Plaza Lad
Prao in Bangkok in 2013 as a speaker and World Oceans Day celebration program in 2019 at Hua
Hin, Thailand. It continued with the exchange of collaborative ideas for working on joint efforts
to create training courses on maritime safety and environmental shipping which is directly
affecting ocean environment, ecosystem and bio-diversity.
Indeed, IOI Thailand have developed a remarkable knowledge bank and pool of talented people
with ideas for the creation of sustainable oceans, ocean welfare and applied blue economy for
coastal states. My special thanks to Dr Cherdsak, who selected me as a Director for IOISingapore (Focal Point) in 2012.
While attending the interactive training programme on “Regional Ocean Governance
Framework, Implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and the Indian Ocean” (at Navyphirom
Huahin, Prachuab Kihiri Khan, Thailand during June 30 – July 27, 2019), I witnessed the
harmonised creativity spirit of the local Thai participants and overseas attendees from
Southeast Asian Countries.
On the 20th Anniversary of IOI Thailand, I would like to express my utmost thanks and
appreciations to IOI Thailand Management Team for all the cooperation extended to me during
my visits and wish to be a strong contributor in achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) for the well being of human kind, oceans and our blue planet “Mother Earth”!
Every 8 June, we have an opportunity to raise global awareness of the benefits humankind
derives from the ocean and our individual and collective duty to use its resources sustainably.
Future generations will also depend on the ocean for their livelihoods!
(http://www.unworldoceansday.org)
The Theme for the World Oceans Day 2020 is “Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean” Let’s
take a pledge to make it happen through our physical and cognitive resources. It is a call of
time to make our Oceans Sustainable through Innovative Ideas and Actions!
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Dr. Gabriel Ion
IOI – Focal Point Romania
gion@geoecomar.ro

Anniversary letter
to
International Ocean Institute – IOI Thailand
On behalf of the International Ocean Institute - Focal Point Romania, we extend our heartiest
congratulations to the International Ocean Institute – Thailand for completing 20 years of
success!
I remember with great pleasure the moments I spent in Thailand during the Pacem in Maribus
XXXIV Conference (2013) successfully organized by the IOI Headquarters, in strong co-operation
with IOI Thailand. At that time I had the opportunity to visit IOI Thailand and the National
Disaster Warning Center and thus I better understood the maritime character of Thailand and
the important role played by the IOI Thailand, a valuable NGO that made the good link between
the local communities and central maritime and administrative authorities of Thailand.
Dr. Cherdsak Virapat, former IOI Executive Director (2008-2014), also former Director, now
Advisory Board Member of IOI Thailand, Mr. Kunjapong Anuratpanich Director of IOI Thailand,
greatly contributed to the development of this prestigious NGO.
Finally I would like to wish you all the success for many more years to come.
May 25, 2020
With appreciation
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Dr. Alenka Malej
Director
IOI Slovenia

Dear friends,
On behalf of IOI Slovenia, we extend our heartiest congratulations to your center for completing
20 great years of success! I commend IOI Thailand for its estimable contribution over the years
through many activities that promote sustainable and peaceful uses of seas and help to protect
our Blue Planet. With your commitment you have proved your continuous support to the vision
of the IOI founder Elisabeth Mann Borgese and have gained much-deserved recognition.
It was my great pleasure to attend Pacem in Maribus Conference in Bangkok in 2013. The
organization of the conference was perfect, and in addition to great content, it offered a warm
welcome to participants, also giving an opportunity to learn about Thailand and to appreciate
the beauties of Bangkok.
My warmest regards to all IOI Thailand staff and I wish you all the success for many more years
to come.
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Michael J.A.Butler, Director
International Ocean Institute-Canada
Dalhousie University
6414 Coburg Road, Halifax
Nova Scotia, B3H 4R2
Tel: 902-494-1977
Fax: 902-494-1334
Email: michael.butler@dal.ca
www.dal.ca/ioihfx

Dear Kunjapong Anuratpanich,
On behalf of IOI-Canada, please accept out heart-felt congratulations on the 20th anniversary
of IOI Thailand. The successful completion of your 4th Training program in 2019 is another
important achievement and bodes well for ocean governance training in Southeast Asia.
As you may recall, IOI-Canada was forced to postpone its 40th annual, 8-week Ocean
Governance Training Program until 2021, under the optimistic assumption that a Covid-19
vaccine will be widely available by next Summer. Unfortunately, all of the IOI Training Centres
are operating under similar constraints.
IOI-Canada has had the pleasure of welcoming 24 Course participants from Thailand to Halifax
over the period of 1981-2014, the most recent being Ms Suparat Chatjareyaves in 2014. The
list of alumni from Thailand may be of interest:
http://internationaloceaninstitute.dal.ca/alumni/search.html.
One of our well known alumnus is Dr Cherdsak Virapat, the former Executive Director of IOI
from 2008-2014 and currently one of your Advisory Board members. Dr Virapat is a great friend
of IOI-Canada and Dalhousie University. A little known fact, is that the first Senior Research
Fellow invited to join IOI-Canada in the early 2000s was Dr Ratana Chuenpagdee, from Thailand
and currently a Professor at Memorial University in Newfoundland. She is the scientific lead for
a global research program on small-scale fisheries with a major series of webinars scheduled
for this year's Ocean Week, culminating in an Interactive Panel Discussion on Ocean Day, June
8.
IOI-Canada is proud to have many alumni and colleagues from Thailand and we look forward to
many more in future years. Collaboration between our respective Training Programs must surely
be a priority.
Again our congratulations on your 20th Anniversary. I am confident that our founder, Elisabeth
Mann Borgese, would be proud of your accomplishment.
Best wishes for the next 20 years !
Mike Butler
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Ms. Yu Hongrong, IOI Focal Point-Shanghai,
Director, International Office,
Shanghai Maritime University,
1550 Haigang Avenue, Lingang New Port City,
Shanghai, P.R. China
Tel: +86 21 3828 4251
E-mail: yuhr@shmtu.edu.cn

On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of IOI Thailand, I would like to extend our warmest
congratulations to all the friends of the Institute on their achievements in the past 20 years.
Rational utilization of ocean resources and efficient ocean governance are the common
wishes of people all over the world and vital to the sustainable development. For the past 20
years, IOI Thailand has played a significant role in IOI’s worldwide network on the capacity
building and training on regional ocean governance.
With over one century’s history of maritime education, Shanghai Maritime University has been
dedicated to the research and development of marine science and technology, education and
training of shipping talents. With the common goal of healthy development of ocean, for
many years, SMU and IOI have maintained a good relationship and carried out a lot of fruitful
cooperation. I still remember the moments I spent with Dr. Awni Behnam and Dr. Cherdsak
Virapat in organizing the Pacem in Maribus XXXIII 2nd Phase held in Shanghai at SMU in 2010,
which provided a good platform for discussion on the future challenges to coastal cities.
2020 is a challenging year by the outbreak of the COVID-19. I believe that we will finally come
out of this crisis with the collective wisdom and joint efforts.
I wish IOI Thailand a continued success on its mission in carrying out training programs on
regional ocean governance. IOI China Focal Point will be pleased to collaborate with IOI as
well as IOI Thailand in the years to come.
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Associate Prof. Dr. Joeli Veitayaki
Director
International Ocean Institute - Pacific
Islands
c/o School of Marine Studies
Faculty of Science, Technology and
Environment
University of the South Pacific
Suva, Fiji Islands.
Tel: +679 323 2930
Fax: +679 323 1526
Email: jveitayaki@gmail.com
ioi.pacificislands@gmail.com
Website:
http://www.usp.ac.fj/ioi/home.html

Congratulatory Message from IOI-Pacific Islands
IOI-Pacific Islands warmly congratulates IOI Thailand and its Director, Mr. Kunjapong
Anuratpanich on this momentous occasion of its history. We had enthusiastically welcomed IOIThailand to the network because of the relevance of their experiences and lessons for us. IOIThailand was working with issues that were very close but more advanced to what we were
dealing with in the Pacific Small Island Developing States and planning about. It was therefore
logical for us to learn from their experiences and to plan our own with the IOI-Thailand
experiences taken into consideration.
IOI-Pacific Islands has collaborated with IOI Thailand on many occasions. Under the initial
leadership of Prof. Robin South and later, my own, we have worked with Dr Cherdsak Virapat
and his efficient team on training programmes and meetings, which were always accompanied
by very fascinating field visits. I remember, boat trips along the Mekong, trips to the South to
Pattaya and the Gulf of Thailand. I still remember visiting disappearing coastal areas, newly
developed tourist areas and rehabilitated pineapple farming areas using vetiver grass. We were
informed that this was the Hub Kapong Royal Project Learning Centre under the Office of the
Royal Development Projects Board instigated by His Majesty The King of Thailand (King Rama
9).
IOI Thailand has greatly contributed to the ideals of the IOI family. It also contributed to Dr
Cherdsak Virapat to the IOI HQ and to the IOI Training. We are proud of the contribution of IOI
Thailand and we join them in celebrating this milestone accomplishment with best wishes for
a colourful and exemplary achievements in the years ahead.
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Chapter VII
PARTNERSHIPS

Governmental Departments
Airports of Thailand Public Company Limited (AOT)
333 Cherdwutagard Road, Srikan, Don Mueang, Bangkok 10210 ,Thailand
Tel (66) 2535-1111, Fax (66) 2535-4061
Email: aotpr@airportthai.co.th, Website: www.airportthai.co.th

Chiang Mai Night Safari
33 Moo 12, Tambon Nhong Kway, Amphoe Hang Dong, Chiang Mai 50230,
Thailand, www.chiangmainightsafari.com

Dairy Farming Promotion
Organization of Thailand
101 Phaholyothin Road, Chatuchak,
Bangkok 10000

Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives
Kaset Klang, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900, Thailand, www.fisheries.go.th

Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, Ministry of Interior
3/12 U-Thong Nok Road, Dusit, Bangkok 10300, Thailand, www.disaster.go.th
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Designated Areas for Sustainable Tourism Administration (Public
Organization)
118/1 31st Floor, Tipco, Rama VI Road, Sam Saen Nai, Phayathai, Bangkok
10400, Thailand, www.dasta.or.th
Electricity Generating of Thailand (EGAT)
53 Charansanitwong Road, Bang Kruai, Nonthaburi 11130, Thailand
Tel. +66 2 1416 Fax +66 2 436 4879
EGAT Call Center : 1416
Website : http://www.egat.co.th
Fish Marketing Organization (FMO)
149 Charoenkrung Road, Sathorn, Bangkok 10120
Tel:+66 2 2117300
Website: http://www.fishmarket.co.th

International Institute for Trade and Development (Public Organization)
8th Floor, Vidhayabhathana Bldg., Chulalongkorn University, Chula Soi 12,
Phyathai Road, Wang Mai, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Tel. +66 2 216 1894-7 Fax +66 2 216 1898
Website: http://www.itd.or.th
National Disaster Warning Center, Ministry of Information
and Communication Technology
Government Center, 120 Mu 3, Changwattana Road, Lak Si, Bangkok Thailand
10210
Office of the Basic Education Commission, Ministry of Education
319 Thanon Ratchadamnern Nok, Dusit, Bangkok 10300, Thailand,
www.2.obec.go.th
Phuket Marine Biological Center, Department of Marine
and Coastal Resources, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
P.O. Box 60, Phuket 83000, Thailand, www.dmcr.go.th, www.pmbc.go.th
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Tourism Authority of Thailand
1600 New Phetchaburi Road, Makkasan, Ratchathewi, Bangkok 10400,
Thailand, www.tourismthailand.org
The Meteorological Department, Ministry of Information
and Communication Technology
Bangkok, Thailand

Nakhon Si Thammarat Province
City Hall, Ratchadamnern Road, Muang, Nakhon Si Thammarat 80000
Tel: +66 075 356553

Trang Province
39 Trang City Hall, 2nd Floor, Phatalung Road, Tambon Tabtiang, Muang, Trang
92000
Tel: +66 075 218516
Private Sectors

Boon Rawd Brewery Co., Ltd.
999 Samsen Road, Dusit,
Bangkok 10300 Thailand
Tel.: ( 662 ) 242-4000 Fax.: ( 662 ) 669-2089 , 243-1740
E-mail: pr_relations@boonrawd.co.th

CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited
587, Suthisarnvinijchai Road, Din Daeng, Bangkok, Bangkok 10320, Thailand
Tel: 022750026 Fax: 022757029
http://www.ch-karnchang.co.th

Dutch Mill Group
137/6 Moo 1, Buddha monthon 8th Rd., Tambon Khun Kaew, Nakorn chaisri,
Nakorn Pathom 73120
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Tel: +66 3433 9020, Fax: +66 3433 9027
Esso (Thailand) Public Company Limited
3195/17-29 Rama iv road, Klongton sub-district
Klongtoey district, Bangkok
Tel 0-2262-4000 Fax 0-2262-4800
http://www.esso.co.th
Federation of Thai Industries
4th Floor, Zone C, Queen Sirikit National Convention Center, 60 New
Rachadapisek Road, Klongtoey, Bangkok, Thailand, www.fti.or.th

King Power International Group Co., Ltd.
3rd Floor, King Power Complex, 8 Rangnam Road, Phayathai, Ratchathewi,
Bangkok 10400, Thailand, www.kingpower.com
Petroleum Authority of Thailand Public Co., Ltd.
555 Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900, Thailand,
www.pttplc.com
Raydant International Co., Ltd.
99/178-82 Soi Wat Samianari, Tesaban Song-kroah, Lad Yao, Chatuchak,
Bangkok 10900, Thailand

S. Napa Co., Ltd.
392/12 Sukhumvit 20, Bangkok 10110, Thailand, www.snapa.co.th
Siam Commercial Bank Public Co., Ltd.
9 Rachadapisek Road, Chatuchak, Bangkok, Thailand, www.scb.co.th

Siam Ocean World Bangkok Co., Ltd.
B1-B2 Floor, Siam Paragon, 991 Rama 1 Road
Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Tel: +66 2687 2000, Fax: +66 2687 2001, marketing@siamoceanworld.com
SirCom gmbh
Muhldorfer Strasse 1
85661 Forstinning, Germany, www.sircom.de
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Thai Equipment Research Co., Ltd.
140/1 9th Floor, Kian Gwan II Building, Wireless Road, Lumpinee,
Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
Charoen Pokphand Foods Public Company Limited (CPF)
313 C.P.Tower 1, 21th Floor Silom Rd., Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand
Tel: + 66 2625 8219, Fax: + 66 2625 7192

Thai Life Insurance Co.,Ltd.
123 Rachadapisek Road, Din Daeng, Bangkok 10400, Thailand
www.thailife.com
Saha Pathana Inter Holding Public Company Limited
757/10 Soi Pradoo 1, Sathupradith Road, Bangpongpang, Yannawa,
Bangkok 10120, Thailand

See Sang Karn Yotah (1979) Co., Ltd.
56/7 Moo 5 Chaengwatana Rd. Pakkrad, Nonthaburi 11120, Thailand
Tel: 0 2583 9180-3, 0 2583 7058-9

Bangkok Bank PCL.
33 Silom Road Bangrak Bangkok 10500 Thailand, www.bangkokbank.com
Tel: 1333

Wattana wittayalai Academy (W.W. A) 67 Sukhumvit 19, Klongtoey, Khet
Wattana,
Bangkok 10110, Thailand www.wattana.ac.th

69/34 M.12, Krisadanakorn Village16 Soi Piman 3, Thanon Phutthamonthon Sai
3 Sala Thammasop, Taveevattana Bangkok 10170 Thailand
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D.K.T Company Limited
5/33 Phaholyothin 3 (Soi Lee Cha), Phaholyothin Rd.,
Samsannai, Phayathai, Bangkok 10400 Tel. (66 2) 2724051-3
Fax. (66 2) 270-0879 www.dktgypsum.com E-mail : mail@dktgypsum.com

Fund Viriya Sukato
Charoen Krung Rd., 74/2 Wat Phraya Krai, Bangkorlame,
Bangkok, 10120, Thailand Tel: (66 2) 2291 9857-8

Foundation of National Disaster Warning Coucil
69/34 Moo 12 Phutthamonthon Sai 3 Rd., Sala Thammasop, Taveevattana,
Bangkok 10170 Thailand
Tel. (66 2) 8882215 Fax. (66 2) 441-1031

SAHAPATHANAPIBUL PLC.
2156 New Petchburi Road., Bangkok 10310 Thailand
Tel. (66 2) 3180062 Fax. (66 2) 3191678

Bank of Ayudhya Public Company Limited.
1222 Rama III Road, Bang Phongphang, Yan Nawa, Bangkok 10120
Thailand Telephone: 1572
(Overseas call 66-2296-2000 # 1)
Fax. (66 2) 6831484 Email :
webmaster@krungsri.com
CCS Products Company Limited
16/1 Moo 5 Tambon Rachagrude Muang Ranong 85000
Tel: +66 81 8940443

Surat Thani Shrimp Farmers Club
33/31-32 Karnchanavithee Road, Tambon Bangkung, Muang, Surat Thani
Province 84000

Thai Aquaculture Business Association (TABA)
187/209 Moo 7 Soi Chuchat Anusorn, Tiwanon Road, Bang Talat, Nonthaburi
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Thai Frozen Foods Association
92/6 6th Floor Sathorn Thani II, North Sathorn Rd., Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
Thailand
Tel : (662) 235-5622-4, 636 9001-4 Fax : (662) 235-5625
www.thai-frozen.or.th E-mail : thai-frozen@thai-frozen.or.th

THAI UNION FEEDMILL CO., LTD.
89/1 Moo 2, Rama II Road, Kalong Sub-district, Mueang Samut Sakhon District,
Samut Sakhon Province 74000
Tel:66 (0) 3441-7222
Fax:66 (0) 3441-7255
Website:http://www.thaiunionfeedmill.com
The Federation of Thai Shrimp Farmers Association
Chairman (Mr. Bunjonk Nissapawanich)
59 Moo 3 Tmbon Bangson, District Banpho, Chachoengsao Province 24140
Tel: +66 81 6366362
Theerayuth Bio Farm (Mr. Theerayuth Thanomkiet)

PTT Exploration and Production Public Company Limited
Energy Complex Building A, 6th Floor & 19th - 36th Floor
555/1 Vibhavadi Rangsit Road., Chatuchak, Chatuchak
Bangkok 10900 Thailand
Phone: 66 (0) 2537-4000 Fax: 66 (0) 2537-4444
Foundation of Charoen Pokphand
313 C.P.Tower 1, 14 th Floor Silom Rd., Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand
Tel: + 66 2 625 8000 # 8312

United Nations and Inter-Governmental Organizations
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Centre on Integrated Rural Development in Asia and the Pacific
Chameli House, 17 Topkhana Road, GPO Box 2883, Dhaka – 1000,
Bangladesh
Tel. + 880 2 956 3384, Fax. + 880 2 956 2035, 957 1880
http://www.cirdap.org
Food and Agriculture Organization of United Nations Regional Office for
Asia and the Pacific (FAO RAP)
Maliwan Mansion
Phra Atit Road
Bangkok 10200, Thailand.
Tel. +66 2 697 4000 Fax: +66 2 697 4445
http://www.fao.org/asiapacific/en/
Network of Aquaculture Centres in Asia-Pacific (NACA)
Suraswadi Building,
Department of Fisheries Compound,
Kasetsart University Campus,
Lad Yao, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Tel: 0 2561 1728 Ext: 117 Fax: 0 2561 1727
http://www.enaca.org
Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC)
SEAFDEC Secretariat,
Suraswadi Building,
c/o Department of Fisheries,
Kasetsart University Campus,
Bang Khen, Bangkok 10900
Tel: 0 2940 6326-9 Fax: 0 2940 6336
http://www.seafdec.org

Non-Governmental Organizations and Academic Institutions

Aquatic Resources Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University
Chulalongkorn University, 9th Floor, Building 3
Phayathai Road, Wangmai, Pathumwan
10330 Bangkok, Thailand
Tel: +66 2 218 8162

Association of Natural Disasters Prevention Industry (ANDPI), Thailand
http://andpi.tumblr.com/
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Kasetsart University Faculty of Fisheries Alumni Association

Coastal Development Center, Department of Fisheries Management
Faculty of Fisheries, Kasetsart University, Thailand
Institute of Earth Systems
Chemistry Building, 3rd Floor
University of Malta, Msida MSD 2080, Malta
Tel: +356 2340 2340 - Fax: +356 2340 2342
International Ocean Institute Headquarters
P.O. Box 3, Gzira GZR 1000, Malta, www.ioinst.org, Tel: +356 21 346529,
Fax: +356
21 346502
International Ocean Institute - Thailand Training Centre
7th Plodprasop Building, In the Premise of Department of Fisheries, KasetKlang, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
International Ocean Institute Global Network
Miyamoto International
140 One Pacific Place, 17th Floor, Unit 1703-1704
Sukhumvit Rd., Klongtoey
Bangkok 10110 Thailand
Tel: 66 2 653 1919
Pacific Disaster Center
1305 North Holopono Street, Suite 2, Kihei, Hawaii 96753, U.S.A., Tel:
808 891 0525, Toll Free: 808 808 6688, Fax: 808 891 0526, www.pdc.org
Southeast Asian Programme in Ocean Law, Policy and Management
(SEAPOL)
The International Emergency Management Society (TIEMS)
Rue Des Deux Eglises 39, 1000 Brussels, Belgium.
Phone: +32 2286 8038
FAX: +32 2286 8039
E-mail: mc.bonnamour@squaris.com or r.miskuf@squaris.com
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Chapter VIII
LIST OF IOI ALUMNI FROM THAILAND AND
THE SUB-REGIONS
Name

Year

Position
Former Deputy
Permanent
Secretary and
Member of
Independent
Committee on
International
Relations Issues

Address

Contact

Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

pensakc@mfa.go.th

Mr. Pensak
Chalarak

1981

Mr. Kran
Chiranond

1983

Former Ambassdor

Royal Thai
Embassy,
Hungary

karnc@mfa.go.th

Mr. Montri
Kittiwangchai

1984

Minister Counsellor

Royal Thai
Embassy,
Toronto,Canada

montrik@mfa.go.th

Mr. Ruengdej
Mahasaranond

1985

Royal Thai
Embassy,
Columbia

ruengdem@mfa.go.th

Mr. Tajtai
Tmangraksat

1987

Chennai, India

tajtait@mfa.go.th

Ms. Oracha
Tanakorn

1989

Minister Counsellor

Royal Thai
Embassy,
Hungary

orachat@mfa.go.th
plemfa@hotmail.com

Mr. Pipop
Lhaopadchan

1990

-

Private Business

Tel: +66 89 823 0820
+66 2 939 9335

Mr. Unnope
Buranasate

1991

Minister Counsellor

Royal Thai
Embassy,
Sweden

unnope_007@hotmail.com

Mr. Sakon
Sookkho

1992

-

Private Business

Tel: +66 2 940 5265

Ambassador of
Thailand to
Colombia
Deputy ConsulGeneral
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Mr. Komon
Jirachaisudtigku
n

1993

Permanent Law
Councilor

Office of the
Council of State

Name

Year

Position

Address

Contact

Dr. Pornsook
Chongpasith

1994

Director of Strategy
and International
Relations Office

Geo-Informatics
and Space
Technology
Development
Agency (GISTDA)

pornsook@gistda.or.th

Mr. Pirochana
Saikliang

1995

Director of Deep
sea Institute

Department of
Fisheries

pirochas@hotmail.com
pirochas@yahoo.com

Dr. Cherdsak
Virapat

1999

Director-General

Ms. Doungporn
Na Pombejara

2000

Legal officer

Mr. Suriya
Saikrachang

2000

Director

Mr. Amnaj Sudto

2001

-

Mr. Dhana
Yingcharoen

2003

Director Planning
Division

Ms.Puntip
Lertpradist

2004

Head of Marketing

Network of
Aquaculture
Centres in AsiaPacific
Department of
Fisheries
Yasothorn Inland
Fisheries
Research and
Development

Private business

Department of
Marine and
Coastal
Resources
Center, 92
Phaholyothin soi
7, Samsen Nai,
Phayathai,
Bangkok, 10400
Chiangmai Night
Safari

Tel +66 2 979 9088,
+66 2 280 0951-8 ext. 3107
Fax +66 2 281 5982
wong_ko1986@yahoo.com

cherdsak.virapat@enaca.org
dpombejra@yahoo.com
saikrachang@hotmail.com

amnajsudto@yahoo.com

dyingcharoen@hotmail.com

puntiplert2000@yahoo.com
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Department of
Goundwater
Resouces,26
Thanpuyingpahol
soi,
Ngamwongwan
rd., Lardpho,
Chatuchak,
Bangkok, 10900

Ms. Alin
Chintraruck

2005

-

Name

Year

Position

Address

Mr. Passkorn
Kunthasap

2006

Director,
Geohazard Division

Mr. Adhinand
Indrapim

2008

Assistant to
Minister Counselor

Mr. Nopparat
Nasuchon

2008

Fisheries biologist

Ms. Ratchanok
Towong

2009

Department of
Mineral Resource
Royal Thai
Embassy,
Brussels, Belgium
Chumphon
Marine Fisheries
Research and
Development
Center,
Chumphon
International
Scholarship
Assumption
University
Registrar Office

Dr. Urairat
Netrharn

2010

Lecturer

Kasetsart
University

ffisurnh@ku.ac.th

Ms. Chantra
Srisomwong

2010

Lecturer

Kasetsart
University

Tel: +66 89 926 3173
ffisjts@ku.ac.th

Coordinator Officer

Mr. Wichayoot
Boonkosol

2011

Coordinator

CDR. Pornchai
Singhaboon, RTN

2011

Senior Expert in
Fishing Gear

2011

Senior Marine
Biologist

Mr. Surapong
Banchongmanee

International
Ocean Institute,
Thailand
Operational
Center
Marine Fisheries
Research and
Development
Division
Phuket Marine
Biological
Center,
Department of

alin_nuk@hotmail.com

Contact
passkornk@hotmail.com
adhinand@gmail.com

nasuchon@yahoo.com

ratchanoktwn@au.edu
Tel: +66 2 719 1500
Fax: +66 2 719 1509

Tel: +66 85 900 0955
wichayoot@hotmail.com

Tel: +66 2 940 6148, 08 1457
9306
pornslek@hotmail.com

Surapong51@yahoo.com
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Marine and
Coastal
Resources
Department of
Marine and
coastal
Resources

kunnudee@hotmail.com

Position

Address

Contact
sutanee@fisheries.go.th
Sutanee77@gmail.com
Tel: +66 08 1197 5036

Ms.
Natthawadee
Bantiwiwatkul

2011

Senior Marine
Biologist

Name

Year

Lt.Sutanee
Sumanangkul
RTN.

2013

Fishery Biologist,
Practitioner Level

Marine Fisheries
Research and
Development
Division

Ms. Usa Kerdsiri

2013

General
Administrative
Officer

National Disaster
Warning Center

Tel: +66 89 107 4641
usa_ke@hotmail.com

2013

General
Administrative
Officer

National Disaster
Warning Center

toeyjang@hotmail.com

Ms. Suppharat
Chatriyavej

2014

Inland Fish
Nutrition Research
Group

Department of
Fisheries

Tel: +66 2 940-6130-45 ext.
4508
Suparat_chat@hotmail.com

Name

Year

Position

Address

Contact

2019

Chief of Engineer
design and
installation,
Engineer
Professional Level

Marine
Department

kritrit@gmail.com
Tel: +66 86 3759255

Fishery Biologist,
Practitioner Level

Fisheries
Resources
Management and
Measures
Determination
Division,
Department of
Fisheries

athita.fi@gmail.com
Tel: +66 95 3295914

Ms. Wasinee
Sudpadrew

Mr.Kritrit
Yibcharoenporn

Ms. Athita
Yodpanit

2019
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Participants for the 1st IOI Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance:
Implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and
the Indian Ocean in 2016
NAME
Ms. Mariam Sultana
Dr. Tharith Chea

Mr. Ching Uy

Mr.Mohammed Koya
Kunnamgalam

Dr. Sreedhar Utravalli

Ms. Diana Rakhmawati

POSITION/ORGANIZATION
Marine Fisheries Dept. C.G.O. Building-1,
Agrabad, Chittagong
Email:
msultana860@yahoo.com
: Fishery Administration PO box: 582,
#186, Norodom Blvd, Phnom Penh
Cambodia
Home: #98E1, Street 245Z, Sangkat
Boeung Salang, Khan Tool Kok Phoom
Penh Cambodia
Email:
cheatharith88@gmail.com
Fishery Administration, Preah Norodom
Blvd, P.O.Box. 582, Chamcarmon, Phnom
Penh, Cambodia
Home: #C8E, Trapaing Lvea Village,
Kakap Commune, Khan, Posenchey,
Phoom Penh, Cambodia
Email:
chinguydof@yahoo.com
Scientist&Scientist-in-Charge. Regional
Centre of ICAR-CMFRI. Bhidiya Plot.
Veraval-262269 Gir Somnath District,
GUJARAT, INDIA.
Home: Halim Manzil Opp to Hazrath Nabi
Masjid Sahigra Society, Veravval-Patan
Road, Veraval-362265 Gir Somnath
District, GUJARAT, INDIA
Email:
Koya313@gmail.com
Central Institute of Fisheries Technology,
Ocean View Layout , AU
(PO)Pandurangapuram, Visakhapatnam,
India 530003
Home: Flat No I C, Ocean View
Apartment, Ocean View Layout , AU
(PO)Pandurangapuram, Visakhapatnam,
India 530003
Email:
sreedharcift@gmail.com
Bagian Program-Ditjen Perikanan
Budidaya Kementerian Kelautan Dan
Perikanan Gedung Mina Bahari IV, LT8 JL.
Medan Merdeka Timur Nomor 16 Jakata
Pusat-Indonesia.
Home: Komplek Pondok Pekayon IndahBlok DD 38 NO 18 JL. Ketapang V-Pekayon
Bekasi-Java Barat-Indonesia
Email:
di_rakhmawatil@yahoo.com

COUNTRY
Bangladesh
Cambodia

Cambodia

India

India

Indonesia
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Ms. Rizna Ayu Wardhana

Mr. Ghazzanfar Azadi

Mr. Seyedparviz
Mohebbinozar
Mr. Abdul Rahman Abdul
Wahab

Mr. Zameel Hussain

Mr. Medawaththe Gedara
Nishantha Jayakody

Ms. Wilawan
Thanatemaneerat

Mr. Theeratch
Amphanthongpaphakul

Ms. Patcharaporn
Namtrakulpattana

Programme Division-Directorate General
Of Aquaculture Ministry of Marine Affairs
and Fisheries Gedung Mina Bahari IV, 8
floor JL. Medan Merdeka Timur NO.16
Jakarta Pusaat-Indonesia.
Home: JL. Betet Raya Blok 2 No.4
Tangerang, Banten-Indonesia 15138
Email:
riznawardhana@gmail.com
No.236. West Fatemi St. Tehran, Iran
Home: Unit4. No23. Boostan Dovom Garbi
Ave. Sepehr St. Samat Sq. Teham. Iran
Email:
azadi2222@gmail.com
Emam Khomaini B.I.V Hormozgan fisheries
Department, Bandar Abbas Iran. 4485979185
Email:
parvizmohebbi15@yahoo.com
International Section Planning &
International Division, Department of
Fisheries
Lot 4G2, Tower Block, Precinct 4, 62628
Putrajaya, Malaysia
Home: No.87 Jalan TPS 3/3 Taman
Pelangi Semenyih, 43500 Semenyih,
Selangor, Malaysia
Email: rahman_wahab@dof.gov.my/
rahmanwahab2002@yahoo.com
Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture
Velaanaage, 7 floor, Ameeru Ahmed magu
male, 20025, Rep of Maldives
Email: zameel.1880@gmail.com,
Hussein.zameel@fishagri.gov.mv
District Fisheries Office, Old Road,
Kalutara South Sri Lanka.
Home: No.45, Sea Street, Negombo, Sri
Lanka
Email:
jayakodymgn@gmail.com
Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment
92 Soi Phahonyothin 7, Samsennai,
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400 Thailand
Email:
aristrotle@gmail.com
Vessel Traffic Control and Maritime
Security Center
Laemchabang Port, Thungsukha, Sriracha,
Chonburi 20230 Thailand
Email:
theeratch.a@md.go.th
Office of Natural Resources and
Environmental Policy, Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment

Indonesia

IR Iran

IR Iran

Malaysia

Maldives

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
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Ms. Pornissara Jitpisan

Ms. Ummarawadee Wijit

Ms. Chanokphon
Jantharakhantee

Mr. Phaothep Cherdsukjai

Ms. Chuanpit Jaikaeo

Ms. Tipamat Upanoi

Ms. Vararin Vongpanich

60/1 Soi Pibunwattana 7, Rama 6 Road,
Samsennai, Phayathai, Bangkok 10400
Thailand
Email:
patcharaporn.n@onep.go.th
National Disaster Warning Center
4353 Sukhumvit Rd., Bangna, Bangkok,
Thailand
Email:
eveka.j@gmail.com
Office of the Secretariat to the Nation
Marine and Coastal Resources Policy and
Planning Board, Department of Marine
and Coastal Resources
The Government Complex,
Rattaprasasanabhakti Building 6th floor
120 Cheangwattana Rd., Thungsonghong,
Laksi, Banfkok 10210 Thailand
Email:
Wijit.u@gmail.com
Office of Marine and Coastal Resources
Conservation, Department of Marine and
Coastal Resources
The Government Complex,
Rattaprasasanabhakti Building 6th floor
120 Cheangwattana Rd., Thungsonghong,
Laksi, Banfkok 10210 Thailand
Email:
chanokphon_017@windowslive.com
Marine and Coastal Resources Research
and Development Center (Upper Gulf of
Thailand)
120/1 Bangyapreak Mueang Samutsakhon
74000
Thailand
phaothep1313@hotmail.com
Deep Sea Technology Research and
Development Institute Sesamut Rd.,
Paknum District, A. Mueang, Samut
Prakan Province, Thailand 10270
Email:
chuanpit.jai@gmail.com
Marine and Coastal Resources Research
and Development Center (The Center Gulf
of Thailand)
9 moo 7 Nathung subdistrict, Maung
District, Chumporn 86000
Email:
chuanpit.jai@gmail.com
Phuket Marine Biological Center
51 Moo 8 Sakdidetch Rd. Phuket Thailand
83000
Email:
khunvara@yahoo.com

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
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Participants for the 2nd IOI Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance:
Implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and
the Indian Ocean in 2017
NAME
Mr. Vinaya Kumar
Vase
Mr. K. M. Shahriar
Nazrul
Mr. Bertrand Theodor
Llaneza Santos
Mr. Mohamed Azheem

Ms. Fika Afriyani

Ms. Vuochnay Ly

Mr. Bojara
Asvakittimakul
Mr. Chanachai
Lertsuchatavanich
Mr. Narong Wangdee
Mr. Bhumrindra
Tauvarotama
Ms. Tassaponpan
Tongdeelers
Capt. Chaiyoth
Kongkwan
Mr. Atichat
Intongkham

POSITION/ORGANIZATION
Scientist,
FRA Division, Regional Centre of ICAR
Email: v.vinaykumarvs@gmail.com
Scientist,
Marine Fisheries survey management unit
Email: shahriar_rimon@yahoo.com
Law reform specialist,
Institute of Maritime Affairs and Law of the
Sea
Email: bertsantos@gmail.com
Senior Project Officer,
Ministry of Fisheries and Agriculture
Email: Mohamed.azheem@fishagri.gov.mv,
axhym.m@gmail.com
Coordinator Training and Management,
Center for Marine Studies (IOI Indonesia)
Email: fika.afriyani@gmail.com
vkalpiero@gmail.com, cms_ui@yahoo.com
Member of legal teamwork of Fisheries
Administration,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Email: vuochnayly@gmail.com
IOI Inters,
Faculty of Fisheries, Kasetsart University
Email: i.tar.i.tim@gmail.com
Legal Officer, Profession Level,
Marine Department, Ministry of Transport
Email: chanachai088@hotmail.com
Harbour Master, Profession Level,
Marine Department, Ministry of Transport
Email: n_mariner16@yahoo.co.th
Plan and Policy Analyst,
Department of Disaster Prevention and
Mitigation
Email: bhumrindra@gmail.com
Environmentalist, Profession Level,
Pollution Control Department, Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment
Email: tassaponpan.t@hotmail.co.th
Deputy Director of Oceanographic Division,
Hydrographic Department, Royal Thai Navy
Email: chaiyoth33@gmail.com
Fisheries Biologist, Senior Professional Level,

COUNTRY
India
Bangladesh
Philippines

Maldives

Indonesia

Cambodia

Thailand
Thailand
Thailand
Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
Thailand
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Mr. Santi Nilawat

Ms. Supaphon
Aongsara
Ms. Chankanoot
Warinpawaret
Ms. Disaorn
Aitthiarivasunthon

Ms. Thanyalak Suasi

Ms. Suwanee Sayan

Marine and Coastal Resources Resources and
Development Center, The Central Gulf of
Thailand (Chumphon)
Email: aticgat9325@gmail.com
Southern Marine and Coastal Resources
Resources and Development Center
(Songkhla)
Email: ninwat@hotmail.com
Southern Marine and Coastal Resources
Resources and Development Center
(Songkhla)
Email: cin_dmcr@hotmail.com
Foreign Relations Officer, Practitioner Level,
Marine and Coastal Resources Resources and
Development Center
Email: chankanoot@gmail.com
Forestry Technical Officer, Practitioner
Level,
Office of the Secretariat to the Nation
Marine and Coastal Resources Policy and
Planning Board,
Department of Marine and Coastal Resources
Email: disaorn36@gmail.com
Fisheries Management Section Head,
Southeast Asian Fisheries Development
Center (SEAFDEC)/TD
Email: thanyalak@seafdec.org
Program Officer,
SEAFDEC Secretariat, Southeast Asian
Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC)
Email: suwanee@seafdec.org

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
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Participants for the 3rd IOI Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance:
Implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and
the Indian Ocean in 2018
NAME
Dr. Muhammad Tanvir
Hossain Chowdhury
Mrs. Tun
Ketputhearith

Ms. Mushlihatun Nur

Dr. Grinson George

Mr. Chainuek
Phakhounthong

Ms. Thi Thu Win Tin

Mr. Saroj Kumar Yadav

POSITION/ORGANIZATION
Assistant Director
Department of Fisheries, Bangladesh
Email: tanvir_h1998@yahoo.com
Vice chief of Litigation Division
of the Department of Administrative Affairs
and Litigation
Fisheries Administration, Ministry of
Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries of Kingdom of
Cambodia
Email: tunrith@yahoo.com
Planning and Budgeting analyst
Address: Mina Bahari Building IV, Jakarta
Secretariat Directorate General of
Aquaculture,
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries of
Republic of Indonesia
Email: nunung.baru@gmail.com
Senior Scientist (Fisheries Resource
Management),
Fishery Resources Assessment Division
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute,
Post Box 1603, Ernakulum North P.O, Kochi682 018
Email: grinsongeorge@gmail.com;
grinson.george@icar.gov.in
Deputy Director, Provincial Livestock and
Fisheries Section,
Bolikhamsai Province
Department of Livestock and Fisheries,
Paksan District, Bolikhamsai Province Lao
PDR
Email: chainouek.pt1@gmail.com

COUNTRY
Bangladesh

Deputy Fishery Officer
Department of fisheries, Ministry of
Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation,
Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Email: thithuwintin.tt@gmail.com
Fisheries Development Office
District Agriculture Development Office,
Rautahat, Government of Nepal/Ministry of
Agriculture, Land Management and
Cooperatives
Email: saruppt@yahoo.com

Myanmar

Cambodia

Indonesia

India

Lao PDR

Nepal
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Mr. Dennis F. De Vera

Mr. Aruna Sampath
Maheepala
Cdr. Ronakorn
Tharawechrak

Mrs. Narumon
Sepanmun

Ms. Waraporn Burirak

Mr. Buree
Naveesumphan

Ms. Rattana Tiaye

Mr. Sichon Hoimuk

Ms. Jeeratorn
Yuttharax

Fishing Regulation Officer 1, Bureau of
Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
The Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources, Department of Agriculture, PCA
Compound Elliptical Road, Diliman, Quezon
City, Republic of Philippines
Email: agentonse@gmail.com
Senior Scientist
National Aquatic Resources Research and
Development Agency (NARA)
Email: mmasmaheepala@yahoo.com
Chief of Surveying Instrument Section
Surveying Division, Hydrographic
Department,
222 Rim Tang Rod Fai Kao Road, Bangna,
10260 Bangkok
Email: ronakorn.t@outlook.com
Environmentalist Practitioner Level
Pollution Control Department, Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment, 92 Soi
Phahon Yothin 7 Phayathai, Phayathai
Bangkok 10400
Email: kemiteru@gmail.com;
marinepollution@gmail.com
Environment Practitioner Level
10400 60/1 Rama VI Road, Phayathai,
Bangkok
Email: w.burirak@gmail.com
Ship Surveyor
Ship Standard Bureau, Marine Department,
1278 Yotha Road, Sampanthawong District,
Bangkok 10100
Email: s17029@alumni.wmu.se
Fishery Management Scientist
Southeast Asian Fisheries Development
Center (SEAFDEC),
Prasamut Chedi, Samut Prakan, Thailand
10290
Email: rattana@seafdec.org

Philippines

Fishery Biologist
77 Moo 7, Sakdidej Road, Vichit Sub-district,
Muang District,
Phuket Province, Thailand 83000
Email: s.hoimuk@gmail.com
Fishery Biologist
Technical Group, Marine Fisheries Research
and Development Division, Department of
Fisheries
Email: sunmar_xxx@hotmail.com

Thailand

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
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Sub-Lieutenant
Settaphorn
Sanggiempong
Cdr. Sanon Rugnhu

Mr. Chalermchai
Tiparam

Judge Advocate attached to Academic
Section
Legislation Division, The Office of Judge,
The Advocate General, Royal Thai Navy
Email: pimnarees@hotmail.com
Head of Navigational Information and
Services Section
Navigational Information and Services
Section, Navigational Services Division,
Navigational Supporting Center,
Hydrographic Department, Royal Thai Navy,
Hydrographic Department 222
Rimtangrodfaikao Road, Bangnatai, Bangna,
Bangkok 10260
Email: sanono@yahoo.com
Geologist
Sukumvit Road, Bangna, Bangna Bangkok
Email: Aeychalermchai@gmail.com

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
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Participants for the 4th IOI Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance:
Implementation of UNCLOS and Its Related Instruments in the Southeast Asian Seas and
the Indian Ocean in 2019
NAME
Mr Mohammad Nazim
Uddin
Mr Heng Samay

Mr Yustiawan Wahyu
Tranggono

Dr Jai Gopal Acharya

Mr Kapila Ranaraja
Bamunuarachachi

Ms Nguyen Thanh Ha

Mr Nakaret Yasuk

Ms Jariya Budnard

POSITION/ORGANIZATION
Assistant Director
Marine Fisheries Office, CGO Building No.1,
Agrabad, Chattogram
Email : nazim.ict94@yahoo.com
Deputy-chief of Monitoring & Evaluation;
Department of Planning, Finance &
International Cooperation, Fisheries
Administration of Cambodia
#186 Norodom Boulevard, Khan
Chamcarmon, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Email : samay.heng01@gmail.com
Legal Analyst
Ministry Of Marines Affairs and Fisheries,
Gedung Mina Bahari IV Lt.7, Jalan Medan
Merdeka Timur No.16,
Jakarta 10110, Republic of Indonesia
Email : yustiawan10@gmail.com
Managing Director /Management Adviser
GMCG PTE LTD (Global Maritime Consultants
Group), 545 Pasir Ris Street 51, #01-09,
Singapore 510545
Email : jaiacharya@gmail.com;
jai.acharya@gmcg.global
Deputy Director - Monitoring
Ministry of Fisheries & Aquatic Resource
Development, Maligawatta, Colombo 10, Sri
Lanka
Email : bapkapila@gmail.com
Official of Department of Legislation and
Inspection
Viet Nam Directorate of Fisheries
Email : thanhha.tcts@mard.gov.vn
anhgiadinhha@gmail.com
Researcher (Fishing Technology)
SEAFDEC Training Department (TD), P.O. Box
97, Phrasamutchedi, Samut Prakan 10290,
Thailand
Email : ynakaret@seafdec.org
Engineer (Professional level)
Department of Alternative Energy
Development and Efficiency, 17 Rama I
Road, Kasatsuk Bridge, Pathumwan, Bangkok
10330 Thailand
Email: Jariya_b@dede.go.th

COUNTRY
Bangladesh

Cambodia

Indonesia

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Vietnam

Thailand

Thailand
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Mr Jutha Apanakapan

Ms Sasithon Srisurak

Ms Nida Desutchit

Captain Chatchai
Luangthongkum

Dr Puncharas
Gorcharoenwat

Fisheries biologist, Practitioner level
Department of Fisheries (DOF)
Email: jutha.apa@outlook.com
Environmentalist, Practitioner Level
Office of Natural Resources and
Environmental Policy and Planning (ONEP),
60/1 Rama VI Road , Phayathai, Bangkok,
Thailand
Email : Sasithon.taii@gmail.com
Legal Officer, Professional Level
Marine Department, Ministry of Transport,
1278 Yotha Road, Talardnoi,
Samphanthawong, Bangkok 10110 Thailand
Email: ndesutchit@gmail.com
Head of Aids to Navigation Division
Navigational Supporting Center,
Hydrographic Department, Royal Thai Navy
Email: ejaw@yahoo.com
Fishery Biologist
Fishery Foreign Affairs Division, Department
of Fisheries
Email: gpuncharas@gmail.com

Thailand
Thailand

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
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Chapter IX
THE INTERNATIONAL OCEAN INSTITUTE

THE INTERNATIONAL OCEAN INSTITUTE (IOI)
http://www.ioinst.org/
2020
Background and mission
The IOI network
Ocean governance and advisory services
Research
Cooperation and partnership
Publications and outreach
Capacity-building and the IOI Alumni Network
o Training Programmes
o Post-Graduate Degree
o Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
o Bursaries and Scholarships
o IOI Alumni
IOI HQ Contact

Background and mission
The International Ocean Institute (IOI) was founded in 1972 by the late Professor Elisabeth Mann
Borgese as a scientific, educational and non-profit organization which has the status of an
independent international non-governmental organization and is self-regulatory within the
provisions of Title 6 Volume 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.
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The mission of the IOI is to ensure the sustainability of the oceans as the “source of life”, and
to uphold and expand the principle of the common heritage of mankind as enshrined in the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. IOI strives to promote the concept of Pacem
in Maribus and ocean governance and conservation for the benefit of future generations. It has
Special Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) and
consultative status at some of UN’s Specialized Agencies.
The International Ocean Institute is a knowledge-based institution that conducts training and
capacity building with the aim of creating knowledgeable future leaders in ocean governance.
As well as offering a number of training courses at national, regional, and international levels,
IOI also accesses and produces publications of the most current scientific, legal and policy
developments; and participates in the development of national and international oceans
governance agendas. The IOI works through its headquarters in Malta as well as through the IOI
network of Training Centres and Focal Points.

The IOI network
In order to achieve its stated mission and goals, the IOI works through a global network of
Centres and Focal Points which is administered through the Headquarters based in Malta and
which acts as the secretariat for the IOI Governing Board. The IOI Board sets out the broad
activities and programmes of the IOI based on a strategy for action. The IOI network also
benefits from close support and collaboration
from its Training Partners and the Alumni of IOI
training programmes over the years.
IOI Training Centres are responsible for
organising and providing the hallmark ocean
governance training programmes of the IOI.
They are supported in their work by dedicated
IOI Centres in the geographical vicinity. The IOI
benefits from the support of 36 IOI Centres and
Focal Points in 34 countries as well as through
collaboration with strategic training partners.
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Ocean governance and advisory
services
IOI undertakes a wide range of activities in the
field of ocean governance and advisory
services.
Since 1970, the Pacem in Maribus (PIM)
conferences have been the IOI’s main forum,
where the challenges of ocean space are
considered in their interconnections. These
conferences are respected as an important
event in understanding threats to the world’s
oceans as well as the potential of ocean
resources to sustain humankind. The most
recent conference PIMXXXIV was organised in
Bangkok, Thailand in September 2013.
Centres provide technical advice by
collaborating with government agencies to
design and implement maritime policies, resources conservation, surveillance, monitoring and
control, and educational programmes.
Main pillars of IOI activities

Research
The IOI network recognizes that research is an important component of capacity-building which,
in turn, provides the foundation for sustainable development. The centres carry out research
in numerous fields and at all levels jointly with centres of excellence around the world,
including IOI host institutions.

Cooperation and partnership
IOI pursues partnerships and cooperative initiatives at three main levels: (1) by participating in
international ocean-related programmes, through the United Nations System and other
international or regional groupings, (2) by supporting similar programmes at the regional and
sub-regional levels, and (3) by providing national level support in the form of capacity-building,
technical advice and workshops.
Implementation of such partnerships contributes greatly to IOI’s ability to effectively pursue its
mission and goals.
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Publications and outreach
IOI makes available its information sources on its website at www.ioinst.org which constitutes
the primary information base of IOI’s activities and future plans, as well as an archive source
for its publications. The site contains electronic archives, including the IOI Informa, which is
IOI’s electronic news bulletin, information about all IOI Centres and their training and other
programmes. The public is invited to register via the IOI website to receive the IOInforma, thus
remaining in touch with IOI developments.
For more than 20 years under the senior editorship of the late Professor Elisabeth Mann Borgese,
IOI and Dalhousie University Law School have published the Ocean Yearbook. This ongoing
publication presents leading edge articles, reports and reference materials devoted to the
issues and concerns affecting the world’s oceans.
Another yearly publication is the Annual Report of the IOI. Its aim is to share the knowledge
and experience gained from operating the institution and its network. A copy of this publication
can be downloaded from the IOI website.
The World Ocean Review series are published by maribus gGmbH and are the fruit of
cooperation between mare, “The Future Ocean”: Kiel-based Cluster of Excellence and the
International Ocean Institute.
In 2010, the first publication of the “World Ocean Review” (WOR) was presented to the public
with the motto, “Living with the oceans.” The first WOR reports on the state of the oceans and
the stated aim is to reveal the consequences of intense human intervention on the ocean realm,
including the impacts of climate change. The result is a comprehensive, detailed and unique
report about the state of the world’s oceans and their interplay with ecological, economic and
sociopolitical conditions. Its aim is to increase public awareness of the interconnected nature
of the diverse aspects of the marine environment and thus to boost marine conservation.
The second WOR in the series, entitled “The Future of Fish – The Fisheries of the Future”
focuses on the future of fish and their exploitation. Fish have always been a vital source of life
for mankind – not only as a food. Fish continue to be essential to the daily diet of people in
most regions of the world and at the same time fisheries provide a livelihood to entire coastal
regions and still have great economic clout. All this, however, is in jeopardy and is coming
under close scrutiny. Fish stocks are declining worldwide, entire marine regions are overfished
and some species are already red-listed.
“Marine Resources – Opportunities and Risks” is the latest issue of the World Ocean Review and
is devoted to marine resources – metals and energy – and their utilization. It gives the facts
about the extraction of known oil and gas deposits below the ocean floor and examines the
impacts upon flora and fauna. It explains how gas hydrates form on continental shelves and
what potential they hold. The review further explores in detail the opportunities and risks
presented and posed by extracting mineral resources from the seabed: manganese nodules,
cobalt crusts and massive sulphides.
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“Sustainable Use of Our Oceans – Making Ideas Work”, the fourth edition of the WOR focuses
on sustainability and explores how that concept can guide the management of our marine
environment. WOR 4 explains the key ecosystem services supplied by our seas and identifies
the main threats to them. It offers an overview of current marine policy at regional and
transnational level and shows how conservation and sustainable use of our oceans can be
reconciled in future.
“Coasts – A Vital Habitat Under Pressure”, the fifth WOR explores the coastal habitat and the
diverse expectations upon this habitat. It provides a glimpse into millions of years of history,
elucidates the theory of continental drift and discusses the many ways in which coasts have
changed. It also illustrates how the diverse ecosystem services rendered by the coasts are being
subjected to increasing pressure, and profiles measures that will be necessary in the future to
respond effectively to the threats from both climate change and natural disasters.
The Arctic and Antarctic – Extreme, Climatically Crucial and In Crisis, the sixth WOR focuses
on the Arctic and the Antarctic – two regions which are, in a very real sense, polar opposites,
with some of the world’s most extreme conditions. Besides presenting a wealth of facts and
figures about the history and exploration of the polar regions, WOR 6 builds a deeper awareness
of their key role for life on our planet. It highlights the changes that can be observed in their
flora and fauna and analyses the already dramatic impacts of global warming on these
extremely fragile regions.
Free downloads of the books
http://worldoceanreview.com/en

are

available

as

PDF

files

in

English

from:

The volume of Sharing Innovative Experiences: Examples of Successful Experiences in Coastal
Community Development is a joint initiative of the Special Unit for South-South Cooperation,
hosted by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the International Ocean
Institute (IOI), Headquarters in Malta. The 19 case studies presented in the 2010 publication
document the broad ingenuity and creativity of these coastal communities in seeking solutions
to mitigate impacts by land-based activities-which are not of their making-by developing tools
and measures locally to improve their prospects for survival and prosperity. These innovative
projects were supported and promoted by the IOI Centres around the world through the IOI
network-wide Women, Youth and the Sea Programme. The 19 case studies were organised into
three broad categories: empowering women and supporting children and youth; conserving the
coast and developing the community; and creating awareness and promoting resilience in the
community.
In connection with the above projects implemented through the IOI’s Women, Youth and the
Sea Programme, the International Ocean Institute was awarded the 2006 UN South-South
Solidarity Award for the Project implemented by the IOI Focal Point in India, addressing the
rehabilitation of women’s livelihood in a tsunami-affected village, Senthilveedhi, in South
India. The South-South Partnership Awards are presented to individuals or institutions whose
leadership transforms, empowers, mobilizes and/or expands the South-South agenda by
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increasing human and financial resources of the South to meet the Millennium Development
Goals.

The publication “The Future of Ocean Governance and Capacity Development: Essays in Honor
of Elisabeth Mann Borgese. 1918 - 2002” . The International Ocean Institute has prepared a
rich collection of insightful essays on the future of ocean governance and capacity
development, written by more than 90 leading experts. The main themes parallel those of the
Institute’s annual training programme in Canada, now in its fourth decade at Dalhousie
University in Halifax, Canada. The book honours the work and accomplishments of Elisabeth
Mann Borgese, one of the 20th century's preeminent ocean advocates, who founded the IOI in
Malta in 1972. This essential collection of current knowledge on the topic is aimed at
professionals, students and citizens alike. Major themes include the law of the sea, ocean
sciences, integrated coastal and ocean management, fisheries and aquaculture, communication
and negotiations, maritime safety and security, ocean energy, and maritime transportation.

Capacity-building and the IOI Alumni Network
Since its foundation in 1972, IOI has trained hundreds of young practitioners, particularly from
developing countries and countries in transition, and contributes towards a growing global
network of trained and empowered leaders fully conversant with the latest developments in
ocean governance. IOI course participants acquire the knowledge, skills and attitudes essential
for effective ocean governance. They are empowered to apply contemporary approaches to
coastal and ocean management, with an emphasis on the moral, ethical and legal values in
ocean governance (equity and peaceful uses of the ocean). This arose out of the need created
by both the process and outcomes of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
Capacity-building remains a priority for IOI, which views such activities as an essential
component of the process for the implementation of United Nations conventions. IOI’s capacity
development programme proceeds at many different scales:
Internationally:
•
•

Post Graduate Degree: Master of Arts in Ocean Governance; Offered in Malta with the
Faculty of Laws of the University of Malta.
Training on Ocean Governance Policy, Law and Management; Canada

Regionally:
•
•
•

Regional Ocean Governance for the Mediterranean, Black, Baltic & Caspian Seas
Ocean Governance for the Western Pacific Region
Ocean Governance Training Programme for Africa
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•
•
•

Regional Ocean Governance Framework, Implementation of UNCLOS and its Related
Instruments in the SE Asian Seas & the Indian Ocean
Sustainable Development & Governance of the Caspian Sea
Ocean Sciences & Geoethics for Latin America and the Caribbean countries

Online and through the provision of Scholarships and Bursaries.

Training Programmes
The global training programmes were conceived as an integral component of IOI’s capacity
building and coordination mechanism and designed in response to identified needs for capacity
building by training mid-career professionals, particularly from developing and transition
countries, in all related disciplines, functions and interests that may impact on the sustainable
management of oceans, seas and coasts.
Training Programme on Ocean Governance: Policy, Law and Management; Canada
The training programme in Ocean Governance: Policy, Law and Management conducted by the
IOI-Canada at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada is an annual course and the training
programme was instituted by the late Prof. Elisabeth Mann Borgese, founder of IOI. The purpose
of the training programme is to: deepen understanding of the ever-increasing importance of
the oceans and their resources in world politics and sustainable economic development; assist
developing countries in the formation of a core of decision-makers fully aware of the complex
issues of ocean management; and, to maximize benefits to be derived from the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea through the proper integration of ocean management into
national and international development strategies.
Training Programme on Regional Ocean Governance for the Mediterranean, Black, Baltic
and Caspian Seas; Malta
This 5-week training programme is organised by the IOI, in collaboration with the IOI-Malta
Training Centre and accredited by the University of Malta. It builds upon the more than 30 years
experience of the IOI in conducting training and capacity building programmes in ocean
governance. Organised since 2005, the primary foci of the Programme are the Mediterranean,
Black, Baltic and Caspian Seas’ inter-regional comparisons and experiences, and promotion of
exchanges between participants from European, Eastern European, and the North African and
Eastern Mediterranean countries and observers from various countries. As from 2017,
participants successfully completing all course material will be eligible to receive transcripts
from the University of Malta equivalent to 15 ECTS, or 5 ECTS per Study Unit achieved.
Training Programme on Ocean Governance for Africa; South Africa
The inaugural training programme in Ocean Governance for Africa was successfully organized
and hosted at the offices of the IOI-SA located within the South African National Biodiversity
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Institute (SANBI) at the Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens in Cape Town, South Africa in
August 2013. The 4-week course focuses on the vast array of pressing ocean governance issues
in the African region and is organized as 5 modules each containing a series of core lectures,
practical exercises and field excursions and activities.
Training Programme on Ocean Governance for the Western Pacific Region
The International Ocean Institute signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the State
Oceanic Administration (SOA) of China with the aim of organizing this regional training for the
Western Pacific region commencing in November 2011. The course emphasizes the importance
of viewing the ocean as a system with varied users and multiple, often competing and
conflicting, uses. It also aims to increase awareness of the fact that ocean management
requires broad interdisciplinary skills, new institutional and legal infrastructures, and new
forms of intergovernmental and non-governmental organization and cooperation at the local,
national and international levels. The training programme takes place in Tianjin, China. While
it is primarily lecture-based, the course also includes interactive discussions, exercises, field
trips, and an international round table.
Training Programme for Latin America and the Caribbean on Ocean Governance, Ocean
Sciences and GeoEthics
Offered by IOI Brazil and IOI Costa Rica in the Latin America and the Caribbean area, the training
course is offered each year in a different country of these regions, with a work load of at least
120 hours over four weeks, and having a full-time integrated programme. The first course was
offered at the end of November 2016, hosted by CEMUFPR, Brazil, with other courses being
offered in different countries in the Latin America and the Caribbean area since. The course
programme includes coverage of global and regional ocean governance issues concerning Latin
America and the Caribbean with specific emphasis on three main themes: Ocean Governance,
Ocean Sciences and GeoEthics.
Training Programme on Sustainable Development and Governance of the Caspian Sea
This training programme has been organized annually since 2013 in partnership with the Caspian
Sea Institute (formally the State Enterprise on Caspian Sea Issues at the President of
Turkmenistan) and is dedicated to sustainable development and governance issues of the
Caspian Sea.
Post-Graduate Degree
Master Degree Programme on Ocean Governance
This postgraduate programme is unique in its approach – it aims to forge a knowledge base that
is essentially legal but which also delves into the natural and social sciences to determine how
an effective governance framework should operate. Emerging issues and threats, such as global
maritime security, the sustainable use of the oceans and their resources, as well as linkages
between natural sciences, socio-economic requirements and the law, necessitate a
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multidisciplinary approach for promoting learning and research on ocean governance. The
programme is being offered by the Faculty of Laws at the University of Malta in collaboration
with the International Ocean Institute as part of the University’s International Masters
Programmes.
The programme is held at the Valletta campus of the University of Malta in Malta and is offered
as a 13 month, 90 ECTS course with 60 ECTS through taught and practical sessions and 30 ECTS
by dissertation. Detailed information can be obtained from:
http://www.um.edu.mt/imp/courses/master_of_arts_in_ocean_governance2
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
One Planet, One Ocean
The portfolio of IOI training programmes is complemented by the Open Online Course: “One
Planet – One Ocean” launched with partners and freely available at:
http://www.oceanmooc.org.
The MOOC provides interested laypersons with a holistic view of how the ocean functions, how
human interactions with the ocean can be understood, and what solutions are available to
support both sustainable use and stewardship of our blue planet.

Bursaries and Scholarships
The Elisabeth Mann Borgese Bursary (EMB Bursary)
The EMB Bursary has been established by IOI as a means of demonstrating both recognition to
the host country of the IOI – Malta – for hosting the IOI Headquarters and providing facilities for
staff and offices and also to achieve the establishment of a memorial to the founder of the IOI.
Thus the EMB Bursary consists of a sum which may be used by the awardee in furthering her/his
research in ocean related studies over the period of an academic year and awarded to one
successful applicant from students or staff of the University of Malta carrying out postgraduate
studies in the field of marine sciences, ocean governance and/or maritime affairs.
Danielle de St. Jorre Scholarship
Since 2000 the International Ocean Institute presents an annual Scholarship for one woman from
a Small Island Developing State (SIDS) involved in marine related research activities to improve
her knowledge in the subject, by sponsoring attendance in relevant training or university degree
programmes.
The scholarship has been established to honour the memory of the late Danielle de St. Jorre,
Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Environment and Tourism of the Republic of the Seychelles and
a member of the Governing Board of the International Ocean Institute, in consideration of all
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she did in her short life for the benefit of her country, the small island developing states and
the world at large.

IOI Alumni
Over the years, the IOI training programmes in ocean governance have resulted in a critical
mass of IOI Alumni and a global network of trained and empowered leaders and practitioners
in ocean governance. At IOI, we believe passionately in the potential of the IOI Alumni; they
are empowered to make the changes needed to achieve equitable and sustainable global
development and ocean governance grounded solidly in the social, economic and environmental
spheres.
IOI also further fosters the professional excellence of its Alumni by supporting the network of
IOI-linked ocean leaders, and providing them with ongoing opportunities for networking,
continuing professional development and other capacity development. Significant achievement
here was the creation of an online IOI Alumni Portal (https://ioialumni.ioihq.org.mt/)
launched in the summer of 2018, to which all IOI Alumni have been registered and where they
are able to participate in online interactions. Also taking responsibility for outreach and ocean
literacy programmes, IOI centre directors provided additional meeting opportunities to IOI
Alumni and interested laypersons and these events were attended by some 305 persons from
Egypt, Ghana, IR Iran, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone.

Contact address:
Antonella Vassallo
Managing Director
International Ocean Institute (IOI)–Headquarters
c/o University of Malta
P.O. Box 3 Msida MSD 2080, MALTA
Tel: +356 21 346528/9
Email: ioihq@ioihq.org.mt
URL: http://www.ioinst.org
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Annexes
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOUs) IN ESTABLISHMENT OF
IOI THAILAND
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